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Board nixes outdoor pool, says gym planned
by Sue Yom
In its December 2 meeting, the
Board of Governors voted not to pursue the possibility of building an outdoor pool funded by local donors. The
Board had informally expressed
disapproval of the proposed construction earlier that day at a meeting with
Student Association President Kevin
Gass and the college presidents. The

Board tabled the proposal earlier in
October for further study after it had
received approval from both the
President's Office and the Building
and Grounds Committee.
President George Rupp said,
"There was a recommendation by a
subcommittee of the Building and
Grounds Committee not to pursue the
project. There are no plans to consider

this issue further."
At the luncheon with the student
presidents, the Board alluded to plans
to expand the Autry Court gymnasium in the future. This plan is contingent upon completion of the music
school and two engineering buildings. The plans include a new pool
and renovation or reconstruction of
the entire gymnasium.

Students eat /ess, don't pay

Marion Hicks

—H. Turner

by Judd Volino
The Food and Housing department
is considering ways to deal with decreased revenues after the new payby-meal plan was implemented this
semester. The losses are primarily the
result of students taking food without
paying for it or choosing to not eat
university meals, according to Director of Food and Housing Marion
Hicks.
"From a student's point of view,
the new plan is working well, but
we're finding it difficult to make ends
meet right now," said Hicks. He
pointed to student theft as a major
cause.
"The counts from the headwaiters
and the actual number of people eating aren't matching," he said. Additional losses occcur" when students
take an extra portion to allow them to

skip other meals or to feed friends.
Those colleges that have salad bars in
the dining room are also difficult to
monitor, leading to more food eaten
that is not paid for, Hicks said.
"We want to encourage everyone
to eat as much as they want at each
individual meal, but we can't afford to
provide two meals for the price of
one," he said.
Besides eating without paying,
students are eating fewer meals on
campus. Under the former pre-paid
plan, a student who skipped a meal
still paid for it, so went to more meals.
However, under the new plan, students are less concerned about missing meals, said Hicks.
Hicks said that "we would like to
cut overhead, but the new plan creates
additional amounts of it, so that is difficult."
"What we really need is cooperation from the students to help cut the
theft," he said. "If we can't control it,
then we may have to lock the dining
areas and allow only paying students
in." However, this would only be
considered as a last resort, he emphasized.
Another possibility is opening a
limited number of colleges for certain
meals, as is now done for brunches on
the weekends.
Menus have been revised to be
more appealing to students and hope-

fully curb the dining decrease. "It has
put us in a position to be more aware
of students' preferences, and we are
doing our best to meet them," said
Hicks. "We also welcome any student
suggestions and ideas," he added.
For next semester, between 50 and
100 students changed from the full
meal plan 1 to plan 2, which provides
fewer meals. Unless the change has
been made, the cashier's office will
bill a student based on the first
semester's plan type.
The food and housing account will
be credited at the close of the fall
semester with whatever reduced
board portion remains. At the end of
the spring semester, any portion that
remains will be credited to the
student's university account, closing
out the food and housing account.
Hicks clarified the credit process
on the unused board portion of a
student's account. The amount remaining in the "reduced board portion" at the end of semester will be
credited towards next semester's
plan.
However, a certain amount of the
money paid, called "bonus points,"
can be used toward meals, but is not
refundable.
The non-refundable "bonus
points" comprise $100 of the full
board plan and $50 of the partial
board plan.

Ho-ho-ho at Transco

With only 20 more shopping days until Christmas, lights have already sprung up all over the city. Christmas lights
on the Transco Tower brighten the Houston skies.
—D. Kelley

Gass summarized, "The Board is
looking at the long term rather than
the short term. What use would the
old pool be if we got a new pool and
then another? The shortage of space
warrants careful consideration. We
don't want an unnecessary pool taking up intramural fields that we do
need. Donors would probably sue if
we tried to tear down a pool that they
built to build a new one. I would love
to have an outdoor pool, but they presented a lot of justifiable reasons for
not having it at this point in time."
The day before, the Student Association Senate had passed a resolution
unanimously supporting the privately
funded proposal. The Senate supported the addition of a new pool
because the present pool is outdated.
The authors of the resolution, Will
Rice Senator Andy Karsner and Parliamentarian George Webb, led an
effort to generate support for the proposal.
Karsner thought the student initiative for anew pool should have begun
sooner. ' T h e administration has
known about the pool since April and
maybe even in the summer. The
Board can still be permeated by student concerns, but this should have
started earlier," he said.
However, Gass said of the Wednesday meeting, "I saw a lot of good
reasons today why it is not necessary
ily what we want. Every once in a
while we have to look at the
university's viewpoint, not me, me,
me. Most of the Board is in favor of a
pool, but not the current plan as it was
proposed. The Board of Governors

has the responsibility of maintaining
the financial well-being of the university. If they feel that this proposal is
not in the university's best interest,
that's their prerogative. But as a student representative, I feel it is necessary that an outdoor pool of some sort
is built."
Gass does not plan to release the
resolution.
The Board had not made a definite
decision on the fate of the project until
the meeting. Swimming Coach Kris
Wingenroth explained earlier in the
week, "Everything is in a standstill.
Without support from the Board, we
cannot knock on doors. An institution
shouldn't function that way. We can't
go asking for funding in case Rice
decides to build a pool."
Despite the Board's descision,
Karsner still believes that the students
support the new pool. He said, "I feel
that the Senate is unified even today to
get an outdoor swimming pool, even
though in the time since my resolution
has been passed, pragmatically, our
efforts have been severely hampered."
A source who asked not to be identified hypothesized that the Board had
decided the issue long ago. "The
president's office did not want this
pursued. The president's office said
that they would recommend the project, then the Board would rubberstamp it. But it was presented unenthusiastically at the Board meeting, at
which the president's office conveyed an opposite meaning from
what they led us to believe."
see Board , page 5

SA ends semester,
supports pool idea
by Mary Elliott
The Student Association senate
passed a resolution strongly supporting a proposed outdoor swimming
pool at their last medSStg of the
semester November 30.
However, after a luncheon with
the Board of Governors and the college presidents, SA President Kevin
Gass decided that the idea for a pool
might be better served by a new
gymnasium. He also suggested a
smaller, non-competitive pool.
"We have to look at the long term
reasoning and not just the shortterm," Gass said. "In the long-term
we might have a shortage of space.
We don't want a pool that we don't
need taking up space for an intramural
field that we do need."
The proposal asked that the Board
of Governors allow an outside community group to raise money to build
a university-regulated swimming
pool on campus.
"This is an once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity that we ought to seize,"
Andy Karsner, Will Rice senator and
co-author of the resolution, said at the
meeting.
In other business, Hanszen junior
Marc Elliot and Baker junior Asha
Jamal were added to the Search
Committee for the Director of the
Minority Affairs Office. SA Secretary Adam Carr and Will Rice mem-

—D. Kelley
ber Jake Rue interviewed nine people
for the two-person appointment.
Boxes will be set up in each college this week to collect 'Toys for
Tots,' new or used toys collected by
the SA Senate to be sent to area orphanages. The toys must be turned in
before finals week begins, said SA
External Vice-President Robert Nevill.
Andy Karsner

INSIDE:
Opinion: Have sex with anyone you wish. p. 2.
News: Seep with a group of
30 others, p. 4.
Fine Arts: The fun of making
babies, p. 10.
Feature: Answer the most
intimate questions, p. 13.
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Hidden meal cost
Do you know exactly how your meal plan works this semester?
Probably not Few people realize the hidden base cost in the Department of Food and Housing's new pay-per-meal plan.
A portion of the amount paid for a meal plan goes to an oddly-termed
item called "bonus points." Full meal plans include $100 of bonus
points and partial meal plans include $50 of them.
What do "bonus points" mean? Earlier this semester, the Thresher
was told that bonus points were a warning system for Food and
Housing. If a student reached his or her bonus points, the department
would warn the student he had nearly spent his money.
It is now clear that "bonus points" is fundamentally a euphemism for
"base cost." If you don't spend your bonus point dollars, you don't get
them back. Thus, if a student on the $800 full meal plan buys $700 worth
of meals, no funds are carried over to the next semester.
The base cost may not be unfair, but it certainly was not made clear
by Food and Housing. Many, if not most, students believe the amount
they are spending is strictly a sum of the individual meals they purchase.
It is bad enough that Food and Housing conceals base costs under the
guise of "bonus points," but it is patently unfair that the department
hasn't clearly informed students of exactly what the term means.
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Self-censorship
A few weeks ago many of the nation's newspapers, the Houston Post
included, removed Berke Breathed's "Bloom County" comic strip
from their editions because the cartoonist used the word "sucks."
Figuring our readers are mature
A
enough to handle that word, we had no
WAFhf £
IRON.
PtSPtRmtLi
qualms about printing the strip.
StEKlNG..
But Breathed and his syndicate apWHAT?
parently are worried about such censorship occuring again; they released a
replacement for a recent strip which
might otherwise have been offensive.
Almost every newspaper has printed
the replacement, which will probably
be the one in future books of the comic
as well. We are proud to bring our
readers the origninal version (see page
5, third strip).
For our morally sensitive readers, however, we include in this space
Breathed's retouched frame, which you may substitute at will. Notice,
this time the offensive term is not "sucks" but "gerbils."

Semester's end

States need legal prostitution
Our government's outlawing of
prostitution has never been one of its
most defensible actions. Now, with
the spread of AIDS an overwhelming
concern, it is more imperative than
ever that we legalize and regulate the
world's oldest profession.
Laws against prostitution, like so
many of our laws, stem from JudeoChristian ideas of right and wrong.
But today's American society is one
of religious pluralism, thank God (if
he exists), in which a person has the
right to subscribe to any faith—or
none. The moral "wrongness" of
prostitution clearly depends on a set
of values not shared by everyone.
"Ah," you say, "but 'Thou shalt not
kill' is also a Judeo-Christianlaw, one
which some might disagree with.
Should we legalize murder?" Obviously not. The difference is that murder violates a social contract to which
we must subscribe, one which states
that each person is free to do as he
pleases so long as his actions do not
interfere with someone else's equivalent freedom.
Killing impinges on another
person's freedom; engaging in prostitution does not.
Some fundamentalists would ar-

It has been especially enjoyable to work with this semester's
Thresher staff which, besides having proved itself the most efficient
staff in memory (with no small help from some friends called Macintosh), is also probably the youngest staff in Thresher history.
Of the nine primary editors this semester, two are 18, three are 19,
three are 20, and only one drinks legally.
Michfcle Wucker (18) takes over as editor next semester, and I'd like
to encourage all students interested in helping on her staff to stop by our
offices in January. We always need capable writers and...please don't
worry if you're just an underclassman.
It is traditional for editors to write a farewell editorial in their last
issue; however, I hardly feel like a farewell in the fall of my sophomore
year. I'll see you around for five more semesters.
—Mike Raphael
nf Representative
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SPANNINGTHE HEDGES

by Spencer Greene
gue that prostitution must remain illegal because it is an offense before
God. Their ideas are something like
those of medieval Catholics, who
believed that heretics (read Protestants) in a village would bring hellfire
down on everyone. Any religion
which requires an adherent to interfere with die freedom of others has no
place in modern society.
Feminists oppose prostitution because it degrades women. True, it
degrades those who engage in it, and
true, there are more female than male
prostitutes, but the selling of sex does
not inherently degrade women more
than men.
In practice it is the pimp-prostitute
relationship which mainly victimizes
women. With the profession legalized, prostitutes would no longer need
pimps' protection, since they could
turn to police if threatened.
Today, though illegal, prostitution
is widely practiced, and one of the
leading causes of the rapid spread of
AIDS. After legalization prostitutes
would have to purchase licenses, for
which they would have to have a

medical examination and pass a test
over "safe" and "unsafe" sexual practices.
Those reported to engage in unsafe
sex might be subject to revocation of
license, heavy fines, and imprisonment, if a sensible way could be devised to prove guilt. And money
raised fro'm licenses and sales taxes
could go to AIDS education and research.
Today many are forced into prostitution, either by physical coercion or
economic necessity; they would
benefitfromlegalization. Authorities
would closely monitor legalized prostitution to make sure that it were practiced voluntarily. Some of the money
raised from taxes on prostitution
could help people, especially young
women, whose economic situation
would otherwise be hopeless.
Prostitution will exist whether the
government permits it or not. Morally, a secular state like ours has no
right to outlaw this essentially harmless activity. Practically, we can only
gain if underground prostitution
emerges and is practiced in the open.

Long-time tradition
of Thresher Xmas

Ingres_
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The Christmas story once again
peals out upon a happy little stereophonic, filtertip world of parking
tickets, bluebooks, and dexedrine.
The booming carols in glittering,
teeming department stores remind us
of the joyous message—that we can
shelve our books for bottles and
speed over turnpikes to share a few
precious days with our families, old
friends, and perhaps lavishing what
remains of ourselves and our wallets
on a special someone.
Strange that the humble birth of a
baby in an obscure village of the Near
East a couple of thousand years ago
• should so disrupt the pattern of the
Good Life that even the New York
Stock Exchange pauses for the day.
Odd that church bells in Brussels,
Boston, Buenos Aires, and Biloxi
ring out to commemorate the cpming
of a child who would never know the

THRESHING ITOUT

letters to the editor
intricacies of economic warfare and
foreign policy, much less the diplomacy of cocktail party etiquette.
Funny that angels and shepherds
should share top billing with Peyton
Place, missiles, and sensational murders.
More unusual still are the moments amid tinsel and eggnog when
we realize that the celebrated infant
of a far-off time and place was a
living symbol of all the love and
humanity that man can ever hope to
know.
This column was written in 1959
by Thresher associate editor Dill
Delaney. It has been printed almost
every year since in the issue before
Christmas.
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Harvard plan to give donors status revealed
Following accusations that their $500,000
donation to Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government was given in order to receive appointments as "officers of the University," a
Texas couple has indefinitely delayed their
donation.
The Chronicle of Higher Education reports
that Charles C. Dickinson III, and Joanne W.
Eaton Dickinson of Wichita Falls, Texas,
"would also have been named to two advisory
committees and would have been able to serve
as hosts at dinners, receptions, and other social
affairs in the university's name." Such privileges are customary for major donors, but receiving an academic title or honor is unusual.
Harvard President, Derek Bok, responded to
the issue by claiming that "it is inappropriate for
a donation to the university to be conditioned
upon the donor's appointment to a teaching or
administrative position." After The Harvard
Crimson's publication of the agreement, the
Dickinsons said "we have never made our philanthropies on a quid pro quo basis, nor shall
we."
Recently the Kennedy School has been criticized for its aggressive fund-raising tactics. The
Crimson was the first to print several documents
indicating that the school had tentatively agreed
to confer the title of "university officers" on the
Dickinsons in exchange for the $500,000 donation. Their donation would have endowed the
Loan Forgiveness Fund which aids recent
graduates "who take public service jobs that pay
less than $30,000 a year."
The only difference between donors' and
officers' privileges is that officers receive plastic identification cards that allow them access to
libraries and sports facilities. "The move was
controversial because it gave the appearance
that the Dickinsons had received academic
'uipgri
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BEYOND THE HEDGES
by Mary Ashkar
tides."
According to the Crimson, Mrs. Dickinson
called on the Dean of the Kennedy School
wanting to know both the most prestigious title
she could buy for $250,000 and how much it
would cost to be on the Advisory Committee.
Mrs. Dickinson was quoted as saying: "Charles
and I need an identity. We cannot very well say
we are philanthropists at cocktail parties. We
want to be affiliated with Harvard."
Although the Dickinsons have taught courses
at the Erik Erikson Center, which is affiliated
with the Harvard Medical Center, it seems that
they wanted a closer affiliation with Harvard, a
step that might now prove very difficult for them
to obtain.

Stolen milk crates
According to anew Pennsylvania law, stealing milk crates now involves fines of $300 or 90
days in jail.
The Pitt News claims that "Pitt students may
be forced to reorganize their shelves due to this
new law." Many students find that milk crates
make cheap and convenient storage room for
sweaters, books, towels, and anything that a
college student has in a dorm.
Executive director of the Dairy Industry
Association of Western Pennsylvania, Carl
Herbein, attributes rising milk prices to stolen
milk crates. A manager of a local supermarket
recently caught two girls taking crates and believes that "people stealing milk crates should
be fined. It's stealing in essence."
Although a specific phrase on the crates prohibits the removal of the crates, few heed such
warnings. "According to Herbein, a million

dollars worth of milk crates has been stolen each
year in Western Pennsylvania." The law has set
December 9 as the deadline for returning milk
crates. Pitt students, however, question both the
deadline and the law.
One student wants more time to return the
crates, preferably until the end of the academic
year. Another, more skeptical student, Neil
Meyerowich, questions: "What are they going
to do? Come to my house and search for milk
crates? It's part of the college thing to have
them. People at my fraternity house have them
all over the place."
There is, however, an alternative for the law
abiding citizen. And that is buying crates from
hardware stores: reasonably cheap, yet not free.

Condom vending
At the University of Texas, administrators are
considering installing condom vending machines around campus. At Cornell University,
officials are also considering the idea. At both
Ithaca College and the University of New York
at Cortland, condom machines have already
been installed in the dormitories.
Placing condom machines around campuses
is a pending issue at many universities. Tim
Weltin, president of University Democrats at
UT, said he "would support placing the machines on campus." Patrick O'Daniel, chairman
of the Young Conservatives of Texas at UT,
claims that "in today's age of high-risk sex, the
only sure safe sex is abstinence; and they don't
have a vending machine for that."
It looks as if UT will have the machines.
Healthtech Vending of Austin has been
unofficially awarded a contract for installing "as
many as 300 machines in public buildings in
Austin."
At the Cornell campus, administrators will
only say they are aware that condoms are a

means of preventing sexually transmitted diseases and "various questions concerning the
sale of condoms on campus remain unsolved,
including where to sell the condoms, whether
they should be sold individually or in packages,
what brand should be sold and which vending
company should be used."
Dr. Leslie Elkind, director ofComell's health
services, said that "the realities of sexuality are
that you don't know far enough in advance if
there will be sexual contact. It's not enough to
have condoms available at the Campus Store
and at the health center."
For this reason, vending machines have been
placed in some university bathrooms and residence halls. Most vending machines sell condoms for fifty cents; some sell packages of three
for $1.50.

Speech on racism
The Chronicle reports that "Shirley Chisholm, the first black woman elected to Congress
and the first to run for the presidential nomination of a major party" spoke against racism at
Duke University last month.
During her speech, the main address during
Black Solidarity Day at Duke, Chisholm warned
students that "we are beginning to see pnee
again the ugly head of racism all over this
country." Citing racially motivated incidents
around the country, Chisholm stated that "alienation and downright hostility abound on
college campuses."
Further, she commented on the apathy towards social movements today and recalled the
days of social consciousness in the 1960s and
1970s.
As a response to campus racism, Chisholm
claimed that "mandatory courses in minority
cultures are necessary to enhance race relations.
Amcrica is not a melting pot. It is a salad bowl."
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ID readers
installed
by David Stivers
The electronic identification card readers
recently installed on campus will probably be in
use by January 1, according to campus safety
officer William Glidden.
The $3000 card readers are located at Allen
Center, the mechanical engineering building,
the Ley wing of the Rice Memorial Center, the
physics building, Rayzor Hall, Ryon Labs, and
Sewall Hall.
These readers will supplement readers installed last year at Anderson Hall, the chemistry
building, Herring Hall, Herman Brown Hall,
and the Mudd building.
Students and faculty can enter buildings by
running their identification cards through the
readers. Identification information is encoded in
the magnetic strip on the back of the cards.
If they are allowed access to the building, the
Commons about the specific problems Houston
door will unlock once the information encoded
faces regarding the homeless..
Afterwards, some students went to the shelter on the magnetic strip on the card is entered into
a computer in the Campus Police Office.
to help set up its new wing.
The readers were originally scheduled to be
"I see this event as the first step," said
Schwendimann. ' T h e next step will involve ready this fall, but Glidden said the locksmith is
looking into more shelters in Houston so that we behind schedule.
Diebold, the manufacturer of the readers,
can find more ways-for students to help disubcontracts the electrical work and the installarectly."
Schwendimann said she hopes Rice will offer tion of the magnetic locks on the doors, but it
a course dealing with the issues of the homeless. installs the actual readers themselves.
Four more card readers are scheduled to be
Rice's homelessness awareness campaign is
installed. T wo will be located at Brown College,
in response to a challenge issued by Yale student
Martien Taylor to every American university to and two at Sid Richardson College.
Other colleges may get them in the future, but
conduct a 'Teach-in on Homelessness."
National Homelessness Awareness Week Brown and SRC were selected as being the best
was October 28-30, but Schwendimann post- suited for the readers because of their location
poned the sleep-out so the Rice effort could raise near the edge of campus.
Glidden said he was satisfied with the readmoney as well as awareness.
ers, although there were some initial problems
with the computer program that receives and
BY GARRY TRUDEAU interprets the signals from the card readers.
Occasionally, water condenses on the inside
of the readers and causes problems.
YOU PLAY
Also, a fuse in the readers caused problems
RIGHT. AN UN- THE-FOOL,
when it blew, disabling the card reader, but
WHffTS FOLDING ON AN
failing to release the magnetic lock. This has
GOING DRAMA ERRANP.
since been fixed by Diebold.
ON HERE7
\
Glidden said that he was pleased that there
have been so few problems because the card
reader was a new model which had never before
been installed on a building and had only been
lab tested.
He added that the $25 ID card replacement fee
is necessary because there is paperwork involved in re-validating the card and in making
sure that its holder has proper access.
He also noted that if you leave the ID card in
a wallet next to another card with a magnetic
code strip on it, it may damage the magnetic strip
on the ID.
However, if this happens, the card can be reLErsmrr
encoded at the Campus Police Office.
A LITTLE
LONGER

30 students sleep out for homeless
by Jeff Solochek
Despite temperatures in the mid-30s, nearly
30 people slept outside in the Will RiceHanszen quad on Friday, November 20, to raise
money and increase student awareness about the
plight of the homeless. The following morning,
students went to the Star of Hope Shelter for the
Homeless to help set up its new wing.
The sleep-out raised five hundred dollars
from an American Medical International sponsorship. The money was donated to the Star of
Hope Shelter.
Baker senior Amy Schwendimann, coordinator of the sleep-out, said that it was a success.
Throughout tfye night, approximately 40 to 50
people came by to ask why Schwendimann and
the others were sleeping outside, according to
SRC sophomore Alex Byrd. Those who stopped
received fact sheets, drawn up by the participants, that gave current statistics about the

homeless.
"I cannot believe that people [who came by]
had no idea that ten thousand people sleep out on
the streets in Houston alone every night,"
Schwendimann said. "I think that if we made
two people aware of this problem, we were
successful."
Schwendimann said that she was disappointed that the message of the sleep-out did not
reach as many people as she had hoped because
the sleep-out was not held in the academic quad.
A request to hold the sleep-out in the academic
quad was denied because there were no
restrooms close enough to the main quad.
Byrd said, "Rice as a community is so insulated that it takes a bunch of people sleeping
outside to make people take notice of relevant
issues like the homeless in America."
Saturday morning. Herb Edminster of the
Star of Hope Shelter spoke in the Will Rice
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by Leigh Anne Duck
Eleven new street lights will be installed on
both sides of Laboratory Road and along
Alumni Drive near the Rice Memorial Center.
Three lights will be located on Alumni Drive
south of the Ley Student Center, and eight will
be along Laboratory Road, between Anderson
Hall and the RMC.
The lights are being installed primarily for
safety purposes. They will provide more light on
campus at night for pedestrians.
"We always look to improve the lighting
around campus and we've had an appropriation
to-do that in the university's capital budget,"
said Samfield.
Four electric companies bid for the job, and
the lowest offer was $20,068, from Inland Electric.
The new light standards are designed to
match the antique standards currently in use on
the Rice campus.
Workers began digging trenches for wiring
the new lights last week. Since then, bases have
already been laid down for these lights.
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Ho-ho-honor code on exams

As final exams approach, the
honor system will become a big part
of most students' work. Here are
some suggestions that will help everyone enjoy the advantages of the
honor system:
1. It is the student's responsibility
to know the rules for each exam - the
time duration, the allowed reference
materials, the time and place to turn
it in.
2. Self-scheduled exams are to be
taken in the room they are distributed in. While a student is free to

leave at any time, the exam is to
remain in the assigned room. The only
exception to this policy is a student
wishing to type the exam.
3. Most professors would appreciate it if you would mark the time and
place the test was taken on the cover
of the blue book.
4. When you are finished with a
take-home exam, seal the test and
booklet by stapling them shut or
sealing them in an envelope.
5. Try to turn in the exam yourself
as early as possible; if you cannot,

Board turns down
private pool funding
continued from page 1
Preliminary fund-raising efforts
raised $80,000 in paper pledges
through an appeal to specific members of the Rice alumni community.
Charles Maynard, a Houston lawyer,
met with Vice President for Administration William Akers to discuss the
issue. Maynard's group offered to
fund the outdoor pool, with costs estimated at $500,000 to $600,000, in
return for memberships which would
allow access to the pool.
"If Rice is going to interact positively with the community, it needs to
consider the following: It would be a
slap in the face for the university to
tell the community that they refuse
the offer. But if these people support
Rice's pool, they'll support Rice at
the swim meets and the football
games and in other campus activities," said Karsner.
Gass explained that the funds will
be used somewhere, in any case. "The
people financing this campaign used
to swim at the Shamrock. Then it was
torn down. If they don't build a pool
here, they can decide to build it somewhere else."
The Board voiced several concerns
in October, but parking and insurance
liability have become secondary in
importance to the reluctance of the
Board to grant control of a facility to
an external body.
Akers said, "Whoever pays, controls. And chances are that Rice
would still have to be an appreciable
source of funding for maintenance
and protection of the pool from vandalism. Though I gave it a very positive recommendation, I see a variety
of factors with regard to liability and
costs that could influence the Board."
Wingenroth realized that a precedent exists for rejection. "Outside
groups have wanted to build private
health clubs on campus before, and
they have been turned away. But I feel
that this is different, and I don't think
it's a dead issue until the Board votes
it down."
The Board was also concerned that
there might not be enough money to
complete the construction. "Either
Rice has to refund the money, which
makes the university look bad, or Rice
has to supply the rest, which does not
fit with immediate or future plans,"
said Gass.
Speculation among faculty and
students has attributed the inaction of
the Board to what Weiss Senator Bill
Davis termed "inertia."
As Wingenroth explained, "I am
not sure that anyone on the Board
wholeheartedly represented or supported the idea."

Davis added, "There was no proponent on the Board of Governors who
specifically championed the cause of
the pool."
Wingenroth admitted that she felt
the Board to be overly cautious. "The
Board consists of elected alumni and
businessmen. Their job is to run the
university as a business and to serve
as a watchdog for financial projects.
That conservative aspect of the administration is frustrating."
Akers defended the Board against
accusations that it might be isolated
and insensitive to student concerns.
"I'm sure student opinion will be
taken into consideration. Eighteen
out of the nineteen members are former Rice students. At the same time,
they have a wider range of concerns to
address than does my committee or
the President's office."
Wingenroth agreed that the only
hope for passage of the proposal
rested on student appeal. "I am not
aware of how much time or how much
pressure is being used. I do feel that
student pressure would make them
stop and consider it more seriously.
My gut feeling is that would be our
only hope at this point. Though the
actions of the students might not
reach the Board directly, they will
reach the President's office."
Student support for a pool has been
high because of a general consensus
that there is no social center for students on campus. "The students need
a place to relax. The social atmosphere would be improved with a deemphasis on alcohol," said Wingenroth.
Lovett College President Glenn
Dukes said, "I don't like the current
proposal, but of course, based on the
climate, the students want to see a
pool built If the university needs help
in raising funds, we could help them.
As long as they plan to build a pool, it
doesn't necessarily have to be a huge
outdoor pool.. The desire will always
be there, and this proposal has renewed interest. I would like to follow
this through and see an outdoor
poolbuilt, as a place for students to
relax and socialize."
One solution might be building a
smaller outdoor pool for students.
Gass and Dukes favor this compromise. "I want to see an outdoor pool
get built, though I understand the
university's situation. I wouldn't
mind seeing a smaller pool. The university appears to have plans for a
competition-caliber pool, however,
that pool would probably not be outdoors. I am going to attempt to ensure
the building of a recreational outdoor
pool on a smaller scale," said Gass.
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These suggestions are brought to
you by the Honor Council.
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BLOOM COUN
The statue of Sam Houston may be a familiar sight to students visiting
Hermann Park to take a break from exams
—D. Kelley

make sure whomever you designate
to do this for you knows the correct
time and place to turn it in.
6. Remember to sign the pledge.
Not signing the pledge does not relieve you fron the responsibilities of
the Honor System.
7. Be circumspect in your conversations so as not to give or receive
inadvertantly any aid (or misinformation) concerning an exam.
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Students meet with Board over casual luncheon
by Shelley Fuld
Student Association President
Kevin Gass and seven college presidents met for the first time with the
Board of Governors for lunch Wednesday.
It was a "get-to-know-you" social,
not a business meeting, Gass said.
Gass met with Rice President
George Rupp last spring to discuss the
students' desire to meet the Board of
Governors.
"We saw the Board of Governors
as unreachable people. They're not,

we just have that impression of them.
We thought they were very receptive
and very nice," he said.
Gass said that some members of the
board are from out of town or did not
attend Rice, so the meeting was a
chance for them to learn about what
the students think.
The students were split up among
eight tables of board members.
Lovett College President Glenn
Dukes said one of the men at his table
was an architect on the Building and
Grounds Committee who discussed

by B e r k e B r e a t h e d
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the prospect of a pool.
"He said that everybody is basically in favor of a pool, but the current
proposal is inadequate now. They
don't want to tie the university's
hands down. They want to do things
from within," Dukes said.
Dukes said that university longterm plans are to build a better gym,
increasing the size and including a
pool.
"We probably will see a better
pool, but it will probably not be in the
next few years," he said. "I think it is
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a good thing that the university is
looking ahead one step."
Dukes said that at his table, almost
everyone had graduated from Rice,
the youngest 25 years ago. "They
were interested in the ways the university is changing.
They talked about what the university was like before the college system and asked for feedback on decisions they had made last year, namely
the co-ed colleges."
Dukes said they also asked about
the computer facilities, curriculum,
courses, and distribution requirements.
Harold Turner, Hanszen president,
said thathe was asked questions about
the college system, curriculum, and
food plans.
One of the board members expressed concerns about the Minority
Affairs Office, said Turner.
"He was concerned whether it is an
appropriate place for spending the
money. He said that Rice has a limited
amount of resources and wanted to
make sure the students felt it was
necessary and that the university
would benefit," Turner said.
Tumer also expressed a feeling that
he had gotten from some students that
the engineering programs might
benefit from being five-year programs.
Up until the mid-1970's, the programs were five-year, but when Rice

started charging tuition, students did
not want to pay for the extra year
when they felt they could finish in
four. Turner said.
Gass said that at his table, they
discussed places for students to meet,
the benefits of the pool, and the studyabroad programs.
"They asked what we need in terms
of student meeting places, conducive
to inter-college meetings. I heard
about how bad things used to be," he
said.
Gass said that the meeting would
help the board members to know what
students are like and what their interests are for the university.
"It wasn't a gripe session. It wasn't
that we told how we felt, but they
asked us what we want to be improved
about Rice.
" One of the benefits of the meeting
is that the board members are now
more educated. They are more likely
to see what's needed, to know what's
going on," Gass said.
"Hopefully, every board member
has a different perspective now," he
said.
,
Gass said that if students meet with
the board again, it will be as a business
meeting.
"It was social this time. If we meet
with them again, it will be at our
request to talk about business. We
don't need another social thing. If it's
for business, it will happen."
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The Rice Committee on Scholarships and Awards recently nominated
several Rice students for national
scholarships.
Three students were nominated for
the Harry S. Truman Scholarship and
one student was nominated for the
Henry Luce Scholars Program.
TheTruman Scholarship nominees
are George Gonzalez (Jones), Michael Raphael (Will Rice) and Eliza-

beth Schwartz (Jones).
Elizabeth Israel, an English/History major who was graduated from
Jones in 1981, was nominated for the
Henry Luce program.
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship
is awarded to a sophomore looking
toward a career in public service, and
the Henry Luce Scholars Program
gives an award for a one-year internship in an Asian country.
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Few people showed up for a discussion held Monday, November 23, in the
Hanszen Commons to clarify the purpose of the controversial Task Force on
Substance Abuse. Students had written the Thresher to complain about a
survey conducted by the task force.
»
—D. Kelley
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Summer Program
of Hispanic Studies
Seville Spain, June 4 - July 15,1988
Language and Upper Division
Courses, Graduate Courses
Eligibility and Admission
Courses are open for credit to Rice Students and students from other
recognized colleges and universities. For application forms and further
information contact Dr. Maria Teresa Leal de Martinez, Summer Program
in Spain, Department of Spanish, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251.
Deadline for application: April 15,1988.
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Baker declares war against Jones in college rivalry
IN THE COLLEGES

by Anu Bajaj
Baker College has declared war on
Jones College. Baker's declaration
of war reads as follows:
"Whereas Jones College is inhabited by a great number of fat girls and
limp boys, and
"Whereas a representative number
of that group brought about an unprovoked and poorly executed amphibious assault on the sovereign grounds
of Baker Commons, and
"Whereas the men and women of

Baker College, the Reich from Hell,
will permit no insult to their divine
right to reign supreme over the Hallowed Grounds of Rice University,
"Henceforth and Forthwith, let it
be known that Baker College will
continue in this state of war until we
have exacted commensurate retribution — in a non-destructive fashion
— for the injuries committed against
us."
Brown and Will Rice Colleges,

with the Rice Program Council, will
sponsor a Christmas and "Last Day of
Classes" party tonight in the Grand
Hall from 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. Admission is
$2, or $1 if you wear a Christmas costume.
Brown will hold a study break
Sunday at 10 p.m. for all Brown
members. Also, a group from Brown
will sing Christmas carols at a local
nursing home Sunday evening. For
more information, call Linda Lee at
630-8133.
WRC will host its annual Christmas party on Monday, December 7 at
8:00 p.m. There will be a fire with
roasted chestnuts, Santa Claus, caroling, egg nog, and desserts. Everybody
is invited.

Everybody is also invited to Rick
and Andy's "Burning Down the
House Party." The party is on Saturday, December 5 at 10:00p.m. A map
and directions are available in the
WRC commons.
Sid Richardson College will show
Platoon tonight at Chem Lec. SRC
will have a Christmas party Sunday
with caroling to follow.
The college voted yesterday on
constitutional amendments.
Lovett College will have a Christmas party Monday night.
The Lovett football team is undefeated and will play in the finals at 4
p.m. today.
President Glenn Dukes and Tony
Rossini, vice president and Building

and Grounds representative, are still
interested in having people come
back from break early to do work
around the college.
Hanszen College will put up
Christmas lights from 3-5 p.m. Friday
and will have an open house for students and associates at the Smiths'
house from 2-5 p.m. Friday. The
Christmas party will be Monday
night.
Hanszen is in charge of Safe Rides
this weekend. Anyone interested can
talk to Bob Truscott at 630-8278.
Wless College will hold its College Night tonight.
The Women's Volleyball championship is today at 3:00. Wiess will
play against SRC.

Construction limits book access

Demonstration of Owlnet work stations.

—T. Levergne

Engineers to benefit
from Owlnet stations
Undergraduate engineering students now have access to a network of
high-performance computer work
stations called Owlnet.
Edward F. Hayes, vice president
for information systems, said the first
phase of Owlnet consists of advanced
work stations manufactured by Sun
Microsystems Inc., of Mountain
View, California.
The work stations have the power
and graphics needed for computerassisted design and manufacturing.
After the November 4 opening
ceremony, chemical Engineering professor Sam. H. Davis Jr., director of
Owlnet, illustrated Owlnet's power in
the design of very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI) chips, such as
those used in computers and other
electronic devices.
He said this near-total immersion
i*

into the computer world will present
special instructional challenges.
"Some Rice engineering faculty
members are calling for a common
freshman course in engineering computation," Davis said.
"After an introductory course, our
engineering students will be able to
use Owlnet on a regular basis to
complete assignments during the rest
of their course work at Rice," he said.
Of 2,600 undergraduates, 800 are
engineering majors.
About 100 work stations will be
needed to handle anticipated requirements.
J. David Heliums, dean of Rice's
GeorgeT?? Brown School of Engineering, said Owlnet will "become a
testbed for experimental computational tools that are being developed
by several Rice faculty members."
U I ^ U i

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS.
Medical school costs are rising every
day. They're climbing faster than many
students can handle without the right
kind of financial help. If you're a
medical student, the Air Force may
have the best answer for you. We offer
an excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strain of medical
or osteopathy school and allow you to
concentrate on your studies.
Participation is based on competitive
selection. Let the Air Force make an
investment in your professional future.
For more informflggn, call

TSgt Smith
713-661-5613 Collect

The library will soon have a new
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system in the old part of the
building, allowing the heat and humidity to be controlled for the first
time since 1975.
To accomplish this project, parts of
the ceiling in the second and third
floor stacks will be cut out and removed so that newer ducting can be
installed.
While the ceiling removal occurs,
the affected areas will be closed to the
public; however, a page-in/retrieval
system will be operated from the circulation desk.
This work will begin on Monday,
December 14 and hopefully will be
completed before the beginning of the
second semester.
To minimize any inconvenience,

students are urged to check out library
materials needed during the Christmas break before December 14.
The call numbers affected will be
as follows:
1. Third floor stacks:
ACl.^176 volume 1 through
BF318.A84

2. Second floor stacks:
JC311.A36 through LB3051.E35
3. Brown Library
(Arts)
AM1.A55
through
(Arts)LHl.R4
Exhibition Catalogs
M1.A6365 volume 5 through
MT955.T8

MARIA CHARRON, M.D.
FAMILY PRACTICE
Personal service and a warm, caring
doctor, just like it used to be.
LUNCHT1ME AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

$10.00 O F F FIRST VISIT
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Brown College produces two great melodramas
Egad, What A Cad
Great Western Melodrama
Drown College
Picture an attempt to make films of
the silent era come dramatically to life
on stage. Add a cast of satirical characters and throw in a large dose of
audience participation. Although this
recipe is not common to Rice theater,
it was swallowed with delight by an
overly gregarious crowd at the recent
Brown College production of Egad,
What aCad and Great Western Melodrama.
Egad, What A Cad opened with
rich-bitch Ursula Greystone (Kirstcn
Ommen) nagging her millionaire
husband Augustus, played by Clark
Sitton. Their maid Fowler, played by
Juhu Thukral, does a good job being
lazy and self-centered, just like
Florence on "The Jeffersons."
The heroes of this story fall in
love—of course. Manley Rash (Nick
Shannin) and Constant Hope (Kellie
Few) give life to childhood images of
"Dudley Do-Right" and "Penelopy
Pitstop." Nick adjusts his voice to a
deep alto and sticks out his chest
enough to make thugs quiver in a dark
alley. Kellie, sporting white ribbons,
a red rose and constantly beating
eyelashes, makes the audience fall in
love with her extreme innocence.
Enter the villain. The dastardly Mr.
Oleander throws his black cape
around, twitches his long, curly black
moustache, and is greeted by crowd
with a chorus of boos and a storm of
popcorn. This character, played by
Phil Koehn, was obviously typccast—right down to his widow's
peak. At times, this devilish man turns
to the audience and informs them of
his plight: "Egad, the plot thickens."
In the second one act play, Phil
Romero, the Master of Ceremonies,

Phil Koehn, Juhu Thukral and Clark Sitton starred in Egad, What a Cad!
reveals that the original cast has been plot as the first play, only it is forced
quarantined due to communicable into a twenty-minute time frame. Phil
diseases, and the stage hands have goes on to cite the disclaimer,"Any
been forced to take over. Set in a little resemblance between this cast and
persons living or dead is impossible."
town in the west, The Great Western
How right he is. All the females are
Melodrama uses an almost identical

played by males—I think—and
mostly vice-versa.
Oswald Slugfest (Neil Leatherburg) and Filbert Fearless (Cory
Czamik) are competing for the honor
of Daisy McSkew, played by Brian

Holmes. Ed Stewart plays the hairy
but understanding mama Abigail
Mcskew. And Connie Rhodes steps
out of the director's chair to portray
husky husband Mortimer. Daisy
loves Filbert, the poet whose works
would make a third-grade English
teacher retire. But lisping Mortimer
wants her to marry the strong (overstuffed) Slugfest. It all comes down to
who can bring in that relentless renegade from the law—Two-Gun Percy.
Kim Miller plays this ornery outlaw
who is eventually brought to justice
by our poetic hero. The whole cast
makes enough mistakes to keep the
laughs alive between jokes and they
all share Kim's popcorn assault.
The evening delivered exactly
what it promised. It was fun, lowcost, and the popcorn that wasn't
thrown was an added treat. Productions of this sort are few and far in
between. However, if this experiment
is repeated, it will be difficult to
match Brown's precedent.
—Andy Karsner

Wild concert film shows Prince at his best
Sign O' the Times
Directed by Prince
After mourning the failure of Under the Cherry Moon, Prince has redeemed himself as a musical box
office attraction with his new flick,
SignO' The Times. Prince obviously
has realized that his merits as an actor/
director are somewhat lacking. Although he directs Sign, his real (or at
least marketable) talents lie in his
electrifying musicianship.
This film is hot. Prince's new band
comprised of some of the most competent, virtually unknown funksters
attests to his mission of producing and
promoting new talent. Unfortunately,

OPEN 24 HOURS
KINKO'S

throughout the film they merely back
him, and show-off only once during a
showstopping rendition of Charlie
Parker's "Now' s The Time." The new
faces include Miko Weaver (guitar),
Levi Spencer (bass), Eric Leeds
(tenor sax.), Atlanta Bliss (trumpet),
Boni Boyer (piano, 2nd keys) and a
beautiful and remarkably sexy leading lady, Cat The only Revolution
veteran is Dr. Fink (1 st keys). Percussionist/vocalist Sheila E., undoubtedly the most talented and seasoned
member of the band, establishes herselfroyally as one of the hottest drummers, male of femal, ever to tour in a
major act.

The plot, if there is one, is a story of
Prince's controversial views on sex,
love, and God. After the opening title
track, "Play In the Sunshine" and
"Housequake" follow, establishing
an upbeat, get-off-your-seat-anddance mood. "Slow Love," "I Could
Never Take the Place of Your Man,"
"Hot Thing," the video of "U Got the
Look," "If I Was Your Girlfriend,"
"It's Gonna Be A Beautiful Night,"

along with "Little Red Corvette"
(from 1999) take care of the sex and
love part quite adequately. The relaxed lengthy gospel version of "Forever In My Life" and the thunderous
finale, "The Cross" complete the third
part of the Prince persona.
Sign O' The Times is a two hour
concert film promoting his latest
album and tour by the same name. Of
the 17 Sign tracks, only twelve are
included in the film. Noticably, "It,"
"Strange Relationship," "Starfish and

Coffee," "The Ballad of Dorothy
Parker" and "Adore" are omitted
possibly as an attempt to lure more
mainstream pop/rock patrons. Prince
also has toned his previously
unabashed sexual gyrations to images
and fully clothed dance routines.
Go see this funky new social commentary. Prince is doing whathe does
best—performing, not living" out his
fantasies on film. If for that alone, it's
a worthwhile holiday venture.
—Russell Ross

Zander leads concert
Shepherd School
Symphony Orchestra
Benjamin Zander, Conductor
Benjamin Zander, the highly energetic conductor, will conduct the
Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra in its presentation of Mozart's
Symphony No. 35 and Mahler's 4th
Symphony tonight in Hamman Hall.
Maestro Zabder, who left school at
age fifteen to become a student and
later assistant of the great Spanish

VENTURE,INC.

DISTRIBUTING,
NETWORKINGS
CONSULTING

(I) MVI-XT-TURBO-20
$845
4.77-10 MHZ; 640K RAM; 360K FLOPPY,20 MEGHARD DlSK;MONOGRAPHlC: MONITOR (SWIVEL & TILT)
PARALLEL PORT; ENHANCED AT/XT KEYBOARD (101 KEYS)
AT CASE; KEYLOCK; LED INDICATOR;150 WPS;MANUAL.
F.C.C. APPROVED - ONE YEAR WARRANTY!

cello virtuoso Gaspar Cassado, is also
an artistic director, conductor and
renowned teacher. However, his intellectual interests are far more widespread. He graduated with high honors in English Literature from London University and subsequently did
post-graduate work in musicology at
Harvard University and at Marines
College in New York.
Zander is the founder and conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He has also been a member of the
New England Conservatory for the
past twenty-two years. As the conductor of the Youth Chamber Orchestra of the school, he led the orchestra
on highly successful tours to Russia,
Rumania, Poland and Austria.
Tonight's concert offers a rare
opportunity to hear Zander conducts
the Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra. It begins at 8 p.m.
—Jasmin Bey

SECRETARIAT Etc.
1 DRIVE XT SYSTEM
COLOR UPGRADE
1200 BAUD MODEM

Great c o p i e s and complete services, day or night. Only
at Kinko's.
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Great copies. Great people.
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Open 24 Hours
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Secretarial Services
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Tape Transcription
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InterFirst Bank Building
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New Rush album mellow and message-oriented
Hold Your Fire
Rush
"Okay," the lady said wearily, "It's
here,you can come get it." With this
sentence, a beleaguered record store
employee signaled the long awaited
(for me, at least) release of the new
Rush album, Hold Your Fire. Fifteen
minutes later, I was back in my room
as the first chords came drifting
through the speakers. Obviously, I'm
something of a Rush fan, but I was
surprised and so were a lot of other
people. This album is recognizable
but unique as Rush albums go, and
I've gotten a lot of different responses.
"It's so mellow"—I've heard that a
lot. Simply put, this album represents

maybe the final stage of a transition
that began several albums back, a
movement from long instrumentallyoriented songs to shorter messageoriented pieces. I am not completely
pleased with this change—I would
like to hear some more instrumentals
and was hoping to see one on this
album, but an interview in
December's Only Music helps explain: "They just became too easy to
do, a little boring," says Geddy Lee.
"It's real hard to write a good song,
and that seems to be of more interest
to us than writing a 10 or 15 minute
piece with movements all strung together."
Another major change in the music
is the integration of the different in-

struments to form a more coherent
piece. Much of the guitar and percussion is "set back," with less emphasis
on screaming guitar solos and riveting drum rolls. Synthesizers and other
effects such as the now familiar string
section and choir, as well as the new
addition of a guest backup singer,
Aimee Mann of 'til tuesday , tend to
complement the more "mellow"
sound.
In addition to some musical
changes, the songwriting in recent
albums has evolved into modifications that culminate in Hold Your
Fire. Neil Peart's poems have gone
from a metaphorical stance to a more
more direct approach. This approach
gives the album a certain coherence,

particularly in the middle six songs.
The problem is that until you can distinguish one song from another, they
all melt together and make the album
difficult to get into. Listen to the
album until each song can stand on its
own because each one carries its own
message and as a whole they give the
album an identity.
The first and last two songs vary
from the theme of time (the central
theme of the album) a bit, mainly in
their presentation of it. 'Tai Shan,"

for instance, centers on Neil Peart's
three week bicycle tour of China, and
"High Water" seems like adiscussion
of evolution, problably the most
metaphorical song on the album.
Rush has progressed with each
album and continues to grow regardless of outside pressure. They may
lose some die hard heavy metalists
who want another 27 72, but they will
pick up some more modem fans and
continue to satisfy the rest of us.
—Daryl Englebert

Impressive Emperor opens soon
The Last Emperor

Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci
Imagine being taken away from
your family at age three and being
given total ruling power over a place
you barely you. This and more is what
happened to China's last Emperor, Pu
Yi, the subject of Bernardo
Bertolucci's breathtaking epic, The
Last Emperor.
The film follows Pu Yi from childhood to adulthood and provides a
fairly good understanding of China
from the early 1900's through the
1950's. Emperor Pu Yi is played in an
suitably cold manner by John Lone,
j He portrays the emperor as a frustrated individual not allowed to grow
up properly.
Peter O'Toole plays Pu Yi's English tutor. He is, as usual, charming.
However, perjhaps a more maleable
actor would have fit the role better.
The problem isn't that O'Toole is
bad. Quite the contrary—he is excellent. But his scenes put him at center
screen and it seems that he has molded
the role to himself instead of becoming the character sketched by the
screenwriter.
Bertolucci's film is visually stunning. His panoramic view of the For-

bidden City show both how grand it study of China and a psychological
was—and how confining. Pu Yi was portrait of a man who was forced to
forced to spend the first twenty years live a life that he did not fully underof his life within the confines of the stand. Atnearly three hours it requires
city, and Bertolucci effectively shows a patient state of mind. For fast pace
us how easy cabin fever can be see Roboe op. For beautiful images
aquired on an estate the size of Rice and a truly fascinating story, see The
University.
Last Emperor. The film will open in
The Last Emperor is an over- Houston theaters around Christmas.
whelming film. It is both a historical
—Louis E. Spiegler
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Remake of French film capitalizes on baby craze
Three Men and a Baby
Directed, by Leonard Nimoy
Guaranteed to be a box office
smash. Three Men and a Baby is
counting on the new baby craze begun
earlier this year with Raising Arizona
and Baby Boom to win over audiences. Now Mr. Spock, or rather
Leonard Nimoy, takes over directing
the three bachelors whose lives are
changed with the arrival of an abandoned little bundle of joy on their
doorstep.
The story is a remake of the recent
French art house film Three Men and
a Cradle, but there arc few changes.
The three bachelors are Tom Selleck,
Steve Guttenberg, and Ted Danson.
Together they live in a New York
apartment That looks like it was designed by Cesar Pelli (the architect
who designed Herring Hall). Danson
and Guttenberg give performances
which are similar to all the other roles
they've played before.
The biggest and brightest surprise
was the show-stealing performance
from Tom Selleck. This role is a big
departure from his tough guy role as
Magnum, P. I. and it should resurrect
his film career. He easily outshines

v *0*

Steve Guttenberg, Tom Selleck and Ted Danson star in Three Men and a Baby.

the rest of the film, with the exception
of the baby.
The baby itself is actually a twin set
of girls, and they are cute, but when
these kids grow up they will never be
able to tell which of them was on the

screen at what time. Think about it.
The best moments of thfe film focus on
these bachelors trying to take care of
the little bugger—changing her diapers, washing her with a turkey baster, singing her to sleep. The worst

that can be said is that some people
don't like babies, but they probably
won't go to this movie anyway.
There's nothing fantastic aboutThree Men and a Baby, except that it
is an example of commercial

filmmaking done to perfection. It
accomplishes everything it sets out to
do. It is entertaining, sweet and endearing. Basically, it's a pretty good
film.
—David Nathan

Stepping Out offers a mixture of comedy and drama
Stepping Out
i
Alley Theatre
Stepping Out isn't a play to go to if
you just want to see great tap dancing:
if that's your thing, rent Cotton Club
and watch Gregory Hines jam. No,

this play is a comedy which just happens to take place in a tap dance class.
It mixes generic but amateur tap
dancers, then adds a slick finale, to
come up with a show that's a real
lark.

Objectivism
"As an advocate ofreason,
egoism and capitalism,
I seek to reach the men of
the intellect-wherever such
may still be found"
AynRand
Dr. Leonard Peikoff, author of
The Ominous Parallels, offers a
12 lecture course on Ayn Rand's
philosophy, Objectivism.
Miss Rand participates in most
of the question periods. Recorded
live in New York, this course
will soon be given on tape in this
area. Please call for details.
A free descriptive brochure is
available on request.

contact

The dance class meets in a church
hall in North London, which creates a
language problem right off. Of the ten
cast members, only Patricia Kilgarriff
has the London accent spot-on, and
it's no wonder, since she's a native of
England. The others' accents vary
from unobtrusive to affected, so the
dialogue takes a little getting used to.
It's worth it, though, as the characters
deliver some real comic gems.
Kilgarriff plays Maxine, an outgoing and forthright shopkeeper who
wanted to dance for a living but
wasn't good enough. She takes these
tap lessons to boost her self-confidence.
Five other working women of
London's lower middle class, along
with one shy divorced man and a
woman who is "kept" by a wealthy

older man, are in the class with her. A
former chorus line dancer, played by
Chesley Ann Santoro (who also choreographed the show), teaches the
class, accompanied on piano by a
dour woman who acts like her mother
but isn't.
The class meets once a week, and
the play presents excerpts from sessions spanning a number of months. It
starts as Vera, the wealthy kept
woman, joins the class. We learn a
little about each of the characters and
see a few obligatory we're-not-sobad-at-this-but-gee-we-have-agood-time scenes, which are actually
quite funny, before actually getting to
the point: the class is cajoled into preparing a number for a charity show.
It's clear what must happen.
Things go badly, naturally seeming
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worst at the very last rehearsal. Tensions develop between these oncerelaxed bumblers who now want to do
well. And at the end, the scene
changes from the church hall to their
stage as we see the fruit of their labors.
One thing becomes clear: the actors
who play these "bumblers" can all
dance.
Another thing that's obvious
throughout is that they can all act
Each of the women tells only a little
about herself, yet all their personalitites come across. Geoffrey, the lone
man in the class, tells almost nothing
about himself—Timothy Arlington's
interpretaion of the shy divorc6 is
wonderfully enigmatic and positively
endearing.
James Martin's direction makes
this dramatic comedy seem tentative
at times: punch lines follow pauses
which are too long for unassuming
farce, yet too short for deliberate selfcaricature. Luckily, there's enough
there to start with, both in script and in
acting, that the jokes are still funny.
Stepping Out is a good drama,
comedy and musical all at the same
time. It probably won't move you to
tears or throw you into convulsions of
laughter, nor will it leave you humming the final number days later. But
you might find yourself walking a
little funny as you leave the theater,
waving an imaginary straw hat and
brandishing an imaginary cane.
—Spencer Greene
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december
feature albums

classics on the
radio

On thursday evenings every
week at 10pm ktru airs a featured album that has managed
to survive 10 years. Tune in
this month for:
12/10 Captain Beefheart -Clear Spot

Are you tired of the usual pop
symphonies and concerts?
Have you heard Vivaldi's
Four Seasons fifty-seven
times too many? If you'd like
a new idea of how the old days
sounded, or a chance to hear
what our modern times sound
like, tune in ktru on Sundays
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. You
might hear medieval chants,
or maybe something composed
last year. Try us for an alter-,
native listen!

rice radio
reggae
Skank into the weekend with
the rice radio reggae show.
Donny and Lisa bring you the
best of international reggae
music. Recently they have
had interviews from the Sunsplash Festival in Jamaica,
and they hope soon to be able to
bring you the revitalized Reggae Beat International syndicated radio show. Roots and
culture music every Friday afternoon from 1:00 to 4:00 pm,
only on ktru.

mutant hardcore
Not your average thrash-trash.
Punk, hardcore, noise, speedmetal, straight edge, skate
thrash, pig- fucker music.
Whatever label you feel like
putting on it at the moment,
Ray doesn't care. Always in
search of tapes, local and otherwise. Drop by, bring beer,
make requests. Midnight to
1:00 am every Wednesday
night. Mutant Hardcore:
"Beecause it seemed like a
good idea at the time."

LV

rice radio journal
Every Sunday at 5:00pm is the
Rice Radio Journal, ktru's
weekly radio newsmagazine.
Listen in for a unique perspective on the news and the best
in-depth Rice sports coverage
to be found anywhere.

jazz
The Jazz Show, airing Sunday
evenings from 5:00 to 11:30 pm
is Houston's longest-running
jazz program. Tune in for the
finest in mainstream to progressive jazz with Kevin,
Vince and Keith following the
Rice Radio Journal. Beginning Sunday, November 15th,
you can tune in at 7:00 pm for
Dr. Garth Jowett's "The
Sounds of Jazz" series. See the
article inside for more information and a schedule. As always, requests and comments
about the show are welcome.

osmosis

Ready to relax on a Sunday
night? Tune in to Osmosis
with Val for New Age, Electronic, World Fusion, and other types of instrumental music. From 11:30pm to 1:00am,
you'll hear artists like Ralph
Towner, Tangerine Dream,
Patrick O'Hearn, George
Winston, and Yanni. So, if
you want to hear something
that won't give you a headache
but doesn't sound like elevator
music, listen to osmosis every
Sunday.

treasures of the
sixties
We've had twenty years to
carefully analyze all the music produced in the sixties and
now we know what is really
good and what was merely popular. You can find out whether
or not we play the tasty morsels
that we've discovered or
whether we even play any music if you tune into the show on
Tuesday nights from 8:00 to
10:00 pm.

s3m show
chicken skin
Chicken Skin is a special shov
David John has been doing for
about eight years. It is a collage of blues, folk, bluegrass,
and related types of music.
From time to time live artists
are featured in ktru's studio or
locally recorded concerts.

Join your hostess Marilyn for
the most exciting radio party
on any Friday night at 7 in
Houston that you might be listening to. I mean, like, really,
it's the greatest. Well at least
tune in and be convinced by
' the frivolity of the disc jockeys
that you are having fun.

sonlight
Two hours of Christian rock to
stretch your mind on Sunday
morning featuring new and
New Wave music by Christian
artists.

Saturday night
special
Will feature the top sixteen
bands from ktru's recent
Snickers New Music Search.
Listeners will get a chance to
vote on which of the sixteen
bands they like. Listen to ktru
for information on the exact
air date of this extra-special
Saturday Night Special.

rice radio folio - 1

in c o n c e r t
12/7 Footnotes Hard Rock
12/8 Sprawl/Monster Zero/
Soundchamber Fitzgerald's
12/8 Guadalcanal Diary/ The
Zealots Xcess

12/10 Red Hot Chili Peppers/
Faith No More Xcess
12/14 Fab Motion Hard Rock

d e c e m b e r

p l a y l i s t

heavy

facts to learn and remember
There are no facts to learn and remember this
month. Except, what's the deal with the new
Walking Seeds album called Skullfuck. The Leaving
Trains called their new album Fuck and Big Black
called their last album Songs about Fucking. Maybe
there's something going around with this fuck stuff.
Should I know about this? What would Tipper think?
Or would she be too stoned to think about it?
-fuck if iknow,

Robert Stewart

chicken skin
a. robic & the exertions old time dance music party
blake,norma & rice.tony blake and rice
hot wires
buchanan, roy
kings record shop
cash, roseanne
louisiana blues
chenier, clifton
ballroom
de dannan
changing channels
douglas, jerry
baby you can get your gun
eaglin< snooks
tennessee 1949
emerson and goble
iremember blind joe death
fahey, john
together at last
grapelli.s. clemments.v.
greenridge, r.& utley, m. j u b i l e e mca master series
too late to cry
kraus, allison
another woman's man
lavin, Christine
l a w s o n . d o y l e & q u i c k s i l v r heaven's joy awaits
gagged but not bound
lee, albert
don't play innocent with me
marshall, susan
m o l o n e y , k i l k e n n y , & k e a n kilkelly
nashville bluegrass band to be his child
liuld on
nitty—gritty—dirt band
th'<i>»~ invasion
o'sullivan, jerry
movin' it on
odetta
and friends
post, jim
the talk of the town
rockin sidney
Stewart,and & lunny,m. dublin lady
tanahill weavers
dancing feet
thompson.ron & resitors resister twister
genuine house rocking music
various artists
mca master sers fall sampler
various artists
tenth anny anthology antones
various artists
treehouse
walker, billy joe jr.
whelan, john & ivers, e. fresh takes
wills,b.& texas playboys tiffany transcriptions vol. 6

flying fish
rounder
alligator
Columbia

arhoolie
green linnett
mca master series
black top
webco
varrick
flying fish
rounder
philo
sugar hill
mca master series
reptile
green linnett
rounder
warriei—birrsgreen linnet
rose quartz
flying fish
zbc
green linnett
green linnett
blind pig
alligator
mca master series
antones
mca master series
green linhett
kaleidoscope

december's new tracks
Clash/Revolution Rock (Greatest Hits)...Camper Van Chadbourne/Camper......Defenestration/Dali Does Windows...Breathless/Three Times & Waving...Indigo Girls/
Strange JFire...Saqqara Dogs/Thirst...Young Fresh Fellows/
Refreshments...Naked Prey/40 Miles from Nowhere...False
Prophets/Implosion...Triftids/Calenture...Tallulah Gosh/Rock
Legends: Volume 69...Slaughter Joe/My Hobbyhorse's
Head...Walking Seeds/Skullfuck...Ut/Sit....Wire/Peel Sessions...Sonic Youth/Master Dik(ep)...Great Plains/Sum Things
Up...Descendents/Liveage...Firehouse/If , n...Black Flag/
Wasted Again...Breaking Circus/Smoker's Paradise...Blue
Hippos/Forty Forty...Godfathers/Birth, School, Work and
Death...The Damned/Lfght at the End of the Tunnel....Verlaines/Bird Dog...Bob Dylan/?...Midnight Oil
a.
and the bands played
on. v

American Music Club
Big Black
Big Dipper
Flaming Lips
Game Theory
Jesus and Mary Chain

Engine
Songs About
Heavens

Leaving Trains
Love and Rockets
Mercy Seat
Pixies
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Sutliff, Bobby
Various Artists
Verlaines
Volcano Suns

Fuck
Earth * Sun * Moon
Come on Pilgrim
Uplift Mofo Party Plan
Only Ghosts Remain
Sounds of Soweto
Juvenilia
Bumper Crop

G rifter
Touch & Go
Homestead
Restless
Enigma
Warner Brothers
SST
Bigtime
Slash
4AD
EMI
Passport
Capitol
Homestead
Homestead

Soul Desire
Mystery Spot
Oblivion
Outside Looking In
Roman Beach Party
High P r i e s t
Alone with Daddy
Snake H a n d l e r
Galaxy 5Q0
2 x 4
Fluting on the Hump
This is the Story
Happy?
Right Now!
Saturday
Let's Be Friends
Breakfast is Served
Look in for Mothmen
S t r a n g e w a y s , Here We...
That's What I Need

Bigtime
SST
Creation
Slash
What Goes On
Bigtime
Restless
SST
Capitol
Elektrat Asylu
Shimmy-Disc
Chrysalis
Virgin
Caroline
Capitol
Shimmy-D isc
Porcine
Poolbur
Sire
zip
m

Fucking

Lolita Nation
Darklands

moderate
Alter Boys
Angst
Biff Bang Pow!
Bodeans
Celibate Rifles
Chilton, Alex
Daddy in his Deep Sleep
Divine Horsemen
Fetchin Bones
Guadalcanal Diary
King Missile (Dog Fly..
Proclaimers
Public Image Limited
Pussy Galore
Reivers
Sharky's Machine
Shaved Pigs
63 Eyes
Smiths
Whooping Cranes

light
Angry Samoans
Balancing Act

Inside My Brain
Three Squares and

Passport
Primitive
Man/IRS
Bolshoi
Lindy's
Party
Beggars Banqu
Buckwheat Zydeco
On a Night Like This
Island
Chesterfield Kings
Don't Open Til Doomsday
Mirror
Clive Pig
A Sense...Size of the World Hopewell
Colors
Malos Colores
Poe
Connells
Boylan
Heights
TVT
Crazy 8's
Red Rum
Out of the Way
Cucumbers
- .
Profile
Enigma
Dixon, Don
Romeo at Juilliard
Questionmark
Dramarama
Box Office Bomb
Grifter
Flying Color
• Virgin
I Spit on Your Gravy
Fruit Loop City
Enigma
Kilbey, Steve
Unearthed
Enigma
Plan 9
Sea Hunt
Krandlebanum
Monuments
Virgin
Railway Children
Reunion
Wilderness
Sire
Ramones
Halfway to Sanity
Satellites Four
Wrestler
Earthless
Elektrat
Screaming Blue MessiahsBikini Red
Asylum
A&M
Squeeze
Babylon and On
Stamey, Chris
A&M
It's
Alright
Sting
A&M
...Nothing Like the Sun
Viv Akauldren
I'll Call You Sometime
Akashic
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Roof

heavy ep's 3 singles
Bambi Slam
Camper van Beethoven

H a p p y B i r t h d a y ( Y e t A n o t h e r) Product Inc.
Vampire Can Mating Oven
Pitch-a-Tent

Edge

The Banjo Single

Hypnolovewheel
Kane, A. R.
Meat Puppets
Mercyland
Naked Raygun
One Hundred Faces
Pop Will Eat Itself
These Immortal Souls
Three Johns
Twang
WhenPeopleWereShorter

Next Week...
Lollita
I Can't Be Counted On
Black on Black on Black
Vanilla Blue
Christians to the Lions!
Beaver Patrol
Marry Me (Lie! Lie!)
Never and Always
Kick and Complain
Dandy

Smear
Snatch-O-Mati
4 A D
SST
Mustang •
Sandpounder
RiJiD
Chapter 22
Mute Records
AbstractSound
Ron Johnson
TraceElements

moderate ep's 3 singles
Baby Boom
Big Stick
Clams
Detroit Energy Asylum
Foetus All-Nude Review
Frazier Chorus
Government Cheese
.
Graveyard 5
Levene, Keith
Membranes
Morgan, Scott
Ophelias
Pop Defect
Precious Wax Drippings

Garage Sessions
Cheese
Crack Attack
Buy Our
Train Song
Imaginary
Stay There
Jukebox
Bedrock
Relativity
Sloppy Heart
4AD
C'mon Back to Bowling Gre cn Reptile
The Sure Way
Dental
Looking for Something
Taang!
Time Warp 1991
Homestead
Sixteen with a bullet
Jukebox
The Night of Halloween
Rough Trade
Ode to Billy Joe
Heart Murmur
Ain't We a Wishin' Bunch
Landmind

eclectic
13 Engines
Before Our Time
Nocturnal
Crazy
Accident
BarbecueMusi
Art of Noise
In No Sense? Nonsense!
Chrysalis
Rosemary Smith
Band of Holly Joy
Flim Flam
Happy Now
Beloved
Flim Flam
Beautiful
Thing
Ben Vaughn Combo
Restless
Wonderful Life
Black
A&M
My I'm Large
Bobs
Great America
Funky Man
Rock Hot
Dee Dee King
Amok
Fluid Waffle
RCA
Foster and Lloyd
Pryct
Live at Cantoncs
Lyres
Triple X
Out Here
Mind Over 4
Barclay
Luz Blanca
Passion Fodder
Dwindle
Music
Pure Joy
FON
Randon,Eric& Bedlamites I sh m a e l
Sharkbites
After Hours
Bucky Samsara
Smokin'Dave Prcm Dopes live and not Icrn
Cryptovision
New Ways of Seeing
Stepford Husbands
Side 8609
Strange.Riclfard&Engine Going Gone
London
Summer 1987
Then Jericho
Darkness Shape Imagination Litho
This Fear
Heatwave
Cunieform
Universe Zero
Various Artisis
Teenage Zombie Soundtrack Enigma
Various Artists
R.O.l.R
U.K.
R.O.I.R
Antiles
Various Artists
The Big Easy Soundtrack
Mustang
Will and the Bushmen
Gawk
Upside
Wooden tops
Hypno Beat Live

iazz
T.Blanchard& D.Harrison Crystal Stair
Henry Butler
The Village
Charlie Christian
GeniusoftheElectricGuitar
Eddie Daniels
To Bird With Love
Dave Holland Quintet
The Razor's Edge
Keith Jarrett
Clavicord
Marc JohnsonsBassDcsires Second Sight
John Lewis & Ray Brown Genes of Jazz
Branford Marsalis "
Renaissance
Gary Peacock
Guamba
Phil Woods Quintet
Gratitude
World Saxophone Quartet Dances and Ballads
various
Sampler Volume HI

local carts getting airplay
O
Bad Mutha Goose "Rev it Up"
- Cinco Dudes "Cowpunk"
Elevator Up "Ice & Roses"
— Mulberry Jane "I've Got A Start"
Van Goghs "Comin' Down"
' ^ W a l k - i n s "She's an Angel"

CBS
MCA Impulse
Columbia Jazz Mast
GRP
ECM
ECM
ECM
Sounds of Soul
Columbia
KM
Drm
Electro. /Nonesuch
Columbia Jazz
Mslpieces

Randall Calcote "Refugee"
Cinco Dudes "Lisa"
Field Day "Airplane Spotters"
Texxas "Pictures of an Equestrian"
Van Goghs "Spell of Love"

the sounds of jazz returns to
houston airwaves
Until 1986, every week for roughly ten years, Houston jazz
lovers were treated to probably the finest jazz program ever to
grace the Southwest's airwaves: Dr. Garth Jowett's "The Sounds
of Jazz." Each hour-long program explored, as the show's slogan
put it, "the many forms of expression in modem jazz." Ever
since KUHF stopped airing jazz in 1986, the program has been off
the air; that is, until now. ktru is quite proud to present once again
"The Sounds of Jazz" airing each Sunday night at 7 pm during the
Jazz Show.
Each show includes a representative set of music from Garth's
vast jazz collection to accompany his discussions of jazz artists,
musical styles, and the jazz scene in general. The programs are
informative and quite entertaining. They not only serve as the
perfect vehicle for Garth to share his thorough knowledge and jazz
record library with listeners, but also as an excellent means to
discover more about this diverse art form.
Garth is teaching at Columbia University in New York City until June '88. Until then we will be bringing to the air the best of ten
years' worth of "The Sounds of Jazz" through a generous loan
from the University of Houston's jazz archives. When Garth returns to Houston, he will resume producing new episodes, both in
visiting new topics and revisiting some of the older ones."
Tragically, over one hundred of Garth's programs were destroyed in KUHF's format change. The result of course is that
some of the very best episodes are forever lost. Fortunately, the
programs are of such a caliber that even facing this restriction, a
schedule of outstanding programs has been arranged.
We invite you to join us for this program; we feel sure that
you'll become a loyal listener of Garth's. The schedule, subject to
slight modification, is as follows:
1980:
• Hampton Hawes (in three parts) ....to air 12/6-12/20
• Jazz Masses - Xmas special from 1982....to air 12/20
• Third Stream Music....to air 12/27
1981:
• L.A. Four....to air 1/3/88
1982:
• Anita O'Day (part 2 only)....to air 1/10
• Art Pepper (a tribute recorded the day
after his death, 6/16/82)....to air 1/17
• Sam Most....to air 1/24
• Frank Rehack (in two parts)....to air 1/31-2/7
• Classic Jazz Albums....to air 2/14
• Japanese Pressings...to air 2/21
1983:
• Friedrich Gulda....to air 2/28
• Shorty Rogers (part 1 of 3 only)....to air 3/6
• Lee Konitz....to air 3/13
• Jimmy Giuffre (in 4 parts)....to air 3/20-4/10
1984:
*1954 in Jazz (in 5 parts)....to air 4/17-5/15
1985:
• Buddy DeFranco....to air 5/22
• Miles Davis in Europe (in two parts)....to air 5/29-6/5
1986:
• Stan Getz's "Focus"....to air 6/12
• Chris Conner (in two parts)....to air 6/19-6/26
k t r u ' s Jazz Show is Houston's longest-running jazz program, airing Sunday nights from 5p.m. to 11:30p.m. at 91.7FM. If you have
any questions or comments, we are as always pleased to receive
them. Please write to us at the following address:
The Jazz

Show

KTRU Rice Radio
c / o .Rice University
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251
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howdy
Going to hear live music in Houston has traditionally meant
driving half-way across town to catch a nationally-touring band,
and checking out local music has usually involved a trip to Austin. In recent years, though, Houston's music scene has improved
significantly, largely due to the rocking, occasionally twanging,
guitar sounds of Fab Motion. Quarter-finalists in the 1985 Campus Voice New Music Search, with one e.p. already behind them,
Fab Motion has just released their second e.p. Howdy, Can I Bum a
Smoke? Hopefully this record will give the band the national recognition they deserve.
The Howdy... record, which features a Bowling Side and a Fishing Side, sounds truer to the band's live sound than their debut release did. Listening to it reminds me of the countless Fab shows
I've sweated through, longneck in hand. The best cut may be a
slow one, however- the ktru hit "Invincible", with its lilting guitar and thought-provoking lyrics.
Don't overlook the Fab Motion record if it's available near you,
and if not, you may be able to get a copy by contacting: La-La Publishing ,1109 Hyde Park, Suite 135, Houston, Tx 77006.
Keep your eyes (and ears) open for more music from Houston.
There's no shortage of talented bands here these days.
- J u l i e Grob, Music Director.
P. S. Big Dipper is extremely cool.

•: • : N d O t i e :Expeet£ i s h a v f n g a !eon!t£St!:;:
If; y o u have; something; that; -you'- think- i's'a'pp^ptiate; ferdr!ing;6rv The! Show; That *fo! One; E x a c t s ; sendit'.tq us.'.
Entries may !be'.anything; that! can !b!e. recorded; jon.reelrtb?
reei; qr; cassette; tape; comedy; -music;-prjtfst something;!
Weird. - ! The only!restriction; is! th!at;iy!e. can.play; it. with-:;
out! having-to pay a-royalty;
All;entries; m u s t be -received- bv December- 7th '-at 5r>m-.' •; •
Entries wiil be-screened'.by a panel '.of judges to deter-!;!;
mifte Suitability:! : Chosen! entries ; Will; !b'e '.aired! on N!o! •! •
O-ne -Expects at; 1; am,; ipecember! ;13t;h-;'Callers; will -be
asked !t6 '.vote' -on- all entries! aired! arid prizes! will be •!;!
^warded; on tke.baisis ;o;f voting-! • Everyone :i$^'giWe: to; ;
enter>:send entries' to;;-! •!•;•;•;•;•;•; o ! •:•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!
: •: T h e Contest tlia* N O Qrie. Expects!;!;!;!;!
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Robert Stewart A GM
Dennis Ogburn A Program Dir.
Julie Grob A Music Dir.
Bruce Mast A Asst. GM
David Stivers A Production Dir.
Julie Wroble A Promotions Dir.
Stan Barber A Special Prog. Dir.
Tracey Renner A DJ Dir.
Tony Rossini A Chief Engineer
Pat McGarrity A Business Mgr.
Val Heitshusen A Development
Cheri Kedrowski A Asst. Prog. Dir.
Chuck Weese A Sports Dir.
Ray Shea A Asst. Music Dir.
Jeff Nunnally A Asst Music Dir.
David Cole A Music Staff
Lisa Pankratz A Music Staff
Ellen Westkaemper A PSA Dir.
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Karen Nickel A Classics Co-Dir.
David Ottenhouse A Class. Co-Dir.
Kevin Long A Jazz Dir.
LibbyRojasA Secretary
Steve From Earth A Publ. Flunkie
C. J. Lukas A Publicity Dir.

//Cr MY

Once again, after hours
of turmoil, the folio is done
and ready for you to read.
It's been only one semester
as Pub. Dir., but it feels like
more. Some of my own
random thoughts on cool
records: the new Hypnolovewheel 7" e.p. is pretty
damn cool. Also, the recent albums by Game Theory, The Reivers, and
Steve Kilbey are sounding
good. For all of you liking
the new folio and writing in
: thanx much. Your letters
and comments have been
both helpful and entertaining, to say the least. I hope
to begin publishing a few of
the better letters in the next
folio, so keep 'em coming!!
ktru folio
p.o.box 1892
houston, tx 77251
As a side note: there will
not be a January folio because even us neo-musijournalist-ktru-types celebrate Christmas by going
home for the holidays. So
have a good yuletide while
I'm in Atlanta, and keep on
listening to us at ktruyour beloved little f-wordtype alternative music
source in Houston.

fc-fce U n i v e r s i t y
Tx •; 77251-; •;•;•;•:•!•!•!•!•!•!;!
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hey advertisers,
listen up!
T h e Rice Radio Folio is
k t r u ' s v e r y own m o n t l y
rag extraordinaire and
y o u can be in it! T h e folio
r e a c h e s all of Rice's u n d e r g r a d s via t h e c a m p u s
n e w s p a p e r a n d over 2000
loyal l i s t e n e r s i n t h e
H o u s t o n a r e a , a s well a s
b e i n g available a t locations around the university. T h e folio provides a
u n i q u e o p p o r t u n i t y to t a r get the educated and
open-minded listener
a n d m a x i m i z e y o u r adv e r t i s i n g dollar. F o r
m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n , cont a c t C. J . L u k a s , k t r u
Publicity Director.

call

usI

R e q u e s t s . . . . . . . . . . . 527-4050
N ewsroom.......... 527-^)88
B u s i n e ss........... 527-4098
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John Hughes directs first ''adult" comedy film
Planes Trains and Automobiles
Directed by John Hughes
Once again, it's the holiday season
and ever since July the stores have
been chock full of goodies for the big
St. Patrick's Day celebration just
around the corner. In fact, just the
other day, a friend of mine (who shall
remain nameless under the Stupid
People's Protection Act of 1983)
walked up to me and asked for suggestions for gifts.
I gave him my standard reply. Reading in a standard reply voice from a
standard reply card, I said: "Dear
insert friend's name here. How fortunate you are to have come to me for a
gift suggestion. Just listen intently as
I give you my sure-fire suggestion for
the perfect gift, the gift that will
please even the most picky of recipients. Five dollars please. Wait until
sucker gives you money."
After accepting a crumpled fiver
from my alleged friend, I continued:
"My suggestion is simple: buy bluechip stocks." I hurriedly glanccd at
the paper which was quickly yellowing in my hands. It's normally stored
away in a climate-controlled environment where it's been since 1984. You
see, I don't often get asked for gift
suggestions.
Of course, my friend couldn't see the
obvious advantages in getting stock
for St. Patrick's Day, so I outlined that
they are lightweight, odorless and
don't make messes on the carpet.
Seemingly oblivious to the recent
stock market crash/bombing/buming/debacle/nose-dive/correction/
dip, he then asked me how to get
some. I then carefully explained that
he must go to Wall Street and find the
nearest stockyard. There he would

HAROLD BUNNIEMEISTER

movie review

find a place stocked full of chicken
and beef stock or vegetable stock if he
were a vegetarian.
Before hurrying off to find Wall
Street, he asked me how much stock
he should get I told him that a few
million dollars worth should be
enough to work with. You know
what? He still has scars on the bottom
of his jaw. He moaned something
about not even having enough cash to
make the talking Coke machine do
Max Headroom, so is there something
else?
Thus was born the Annual Bunniemeister Gift Guide.
Books: This is easy. JoeBobBriggs,
one of my most valuable colleagues,
has finally completed his great complilation tome, Joe Bob Briggs Goes
To The Drive-In. I just happens to be
in bookstores everywhere including
Frontage Road, Texas. For those of
you who missed the infamous "We
Are The Weird" article because none
of the local papers (including the one
you are reading this in) carry his column, it's in there.
Magazines: Premiere is one of the
coolest, slickest, most informative
mags about flicks around. Its also real
cheap. It has been out for only a few
months, and if you donate the subscription price for a friend, they will
give you one for the same price! Such
a deal! Help them out and maybe they
won't end up like Houston City.
Cinema: There are lots of theaters
around the town and a couple of them
will let you pay for your tickets in
advance. Try the River Oaks for a

discount pass. It's good for five
shows. Or maybe the Rice Media
Center. Its also good for five. I think
even the Museum of Fine Arts will let
you cough up the dough up front.
Videos: Yessiree bob, the videos are
again next to nada this year. For a
good seasonal favorite, immediately
spend large sums of dollars on A
Charlie Brown Christmas. If you are
looking for something you can watch
any old time of the year get Star Trek
IV, what the hey. And while you're at
it, throw in a 12-head-HQ-VHSCompact Disc-MTS-HiFi-Stereo
VCR with a 1200-watt three-speed
amp and maybe 4 speakers well endowed with the 48-inch tweeterbar
brushes. They'll love you for it, not to
mention gear like that draws the
chicks like flies.
Rentals: If your choice of video
rental does not provoke an orgasmic
response on the Big Day or you don't
want to rent it for four weeks, maybe
a gift certificate is in order. They got
'em at Blockbuster videos.
Since it is the holiday season, what
better time to bring out holiday season
movies? Well of course summer time
would be better, but let's stick to the
point. There even happens to be a
movie in your local theater right now
about the holiday season. It's called
Planes Trains and Automobiles and
stars two of my favorite guys, John
Candy and Steve Martin.
The name of this movie probably
should have been Planes Trucks
Trains Buses Cars Semi-Trailers
ElevatedTrains, but that was too long

In hu t ilI'Y/msmi htmutn I* / » ' \mltin t/vinrtiitiiuih- C I'lS'A/i/ilfl.iim/inJir hn A/i/ilciiw/IIh . (fi/vW'/C"<»v rrjishrnl Miilcmiirb n/ ,mil

and wouldn't have reminded you of a
Richard Scarry book.
Yeah, it's a comedy and yeah, it's
kinda funny. I'll even admit it's
downright hilarious in places, but
sheesh, it is a John Hughes flick. This
is the guy that got together with his
pals Molly Ringwald and John Cryer
and Anthony Michael Hall and said,
"Hey guys, let's make a whole pile of
movies about angst-ridden teens.
What do you guys fret about every
waking moment?" Sure enough, he
went out and made a whole pile of
aforementioned movies and an
equally large pile of money.
But the well must have run dry as his
main men and women entered their
thirties and became mature, neurotic
actors. Out of sheer desperation, he
gathered his buddies together and
said, "Let's make a movie about a guy
who tries to get home for Thanksgiving and runs into every problem imaginable. What have you run into whilst
travelling that really pisses you off?"
What you have is the product of that
brainstorming. Poor Martin plays
Neil, the victim of all this vacation
catharsis.

Candy is Del, a big lovable oaf of a
guy who starts out as just another
obstacle standing between Stevie
baby and home sweet Chicago but
ends up an uneasy friend. It's a little
hard to tell with Mr. Hughes but, well
this is his first adult film in a while so
we'll give him a break.
What made me uneasy is the whitebread suburban mentality that seems
to underlie Hughes' perception of the
world. Everybody, including Candy
for a sizeable portion of the movie, is
an obnoxious hick and let me tell you
neither the residents of Wichita,
Kansas nor their tag-team ballet
troupe are going to be pleased with
Hughes' depiction of the town. It's
not like this kind of thing has been
done before. Take The Sure Thing or
After Hours, for example.
Other than that little complaint t f t r e
arc some really funny bits. Like the
wrong-way-down-the-interstate
scene and the rental car scene. Martin
and Candy do work well together but
seem a little understated for the comic
powerhouses we all know them to be.
Happy St. Patrick's Day!
—Harold Bunniemeisler

BRAZOS BOOKSTORE
MONDAY - FRIDAY, 10 - 6
SATURDAY - SUND AV, 10 - 5

10% OFF ALL PAPERBACKS FOR
RICE STUDENTS WITH I.D.
2314 BISSONNET
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BuyaprinterwithyoiirNIacintosh and conservepaper.
A Macintosh1" personal computer and an
, Im;igeWriter",[I printer
% will save you hours of
H H B § time. Not to mention
UliSL «#?" 'gallons of correction fluid and,,
reams of paper And, if w u buv both now. the first ream

of paper you'll siive will have a lovely green glow with
Presidents on it. So here s the deal: You II save a bundle
ofc;tsh when you purchase an ImageWriter n printer
along with your choice of a Macintosh Plus or a
Macintosh SE. Either way you II be able to turn exit beautifullv prepared papers. And we II even try to help you

Campus Bookstore

with a variety of financing options. We feel compelled to
tell you, tliough, that a deal like this cant last forever. So
it s a good idea to see your campus microcomputer center today And join the paperxonservation movement.
V.
The pewer to be yoitr best""

Microcomputer Store
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Several local theaters open holiday productions
FRIDAY

•Tonight,
The
Comedy
Workshop (2105 San Felipe) presents Steve Moore, Andy Huggins and
Daryl Matthews. Call 524-7333 for
ticket information.
•Benjamin Zander guest conducts
the Shepherd School Symphony
Orchestra tonight at 8 p.m. in Hamman Hall.
•The Rice Media Center is
showing Andrei Rublev at 7:30 p.m. It
is in Russian, but has subtitles. Is this
a great country or what?

r

m*-

SATURDAY

•The Comedy Workshop again
presents Steve Moore, Andy Huggins
and Daryl Matthews.
•The Contemporary A r t s
Musem opens its exhibit of drawings
by Bruce Nauman today.
•The Rice Media Center
presents Ratboy tonight at 7:30 and
9:30 p.m. Boy, two nights in a row of
great cinema. How do you follow it up
on Sunday? By showing Ratboy again
at 7:30 p.m., of coursc.

SUNDAY

•The Comedy Workshop is
hosting the return of the Texas Outlaw Comics, a group who began their
comcdy careers at the Workshop. The
show begins at 8:30 p.m.
•Bach Magnificat will be presented tonight by the choir and orchestra of Christ the King Lutheran
Church (2353 Rice Blvd.) at 5 p.m.
Call 523-2864 for more information.

Nite Club Confidential plays at Stages through January 2.

by John Montag
(4205 San Felipe) at 8 p.m. Call 5280070 for more information.
-The Women, presented by Actors Theater (2506 South Blvd.),
opens tonight at 8 p.m. Call 529-6606
for more information.

cellist, today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
the Shepherd School Recital Hall.

TUESDAY

•Rick Gordon highlights the Spaghetti Buffet at the Red Lion Restaurant and Pub tonight.

ONGOING

WEDNESDAY

•It's Only a Play runs through
December 20 at the Main Street
Theater, playing Thursdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 4
p.m. Call 524-6706 for more information.
•The Main Street Theater is also
showing Dear Irina at the Carillion
Arts Center, through December 13.
•Actors Theater shows The
Women Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p.m. and Sundays at 2:30 through
January 10. Call 529-6606 for more
information.
•Stages Repertory Theatre

•The Society for the Performing
Arts presents the Canadian Brass
with a program of holiday music tonight at 8 p.m. in Jones Hall. Call 2271111 for information.
•Richard Nunemaker, Schott
Holshouser and Lynn Griebling present a recital for The Shepherd
School of Music tonight at 8 p.m. in
Hamman Hall.

THURSDAY

MONDAY
•The Shepherd School of Music
presents guest artist Yo-Yo Ma, a

presents The Tempest Thursdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 5 p.m. through December 19.
Call 527-8243 for more information.
Also, the first production of Stages'
tenth season. Night Club Confidential, runs through January 2.
•Whodunnit plays at Company
Onstage Inc. (536 Westbury Square)
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
through January 2. Call 726-1219 for
more information.
•The Chocolate Bayou Theater
shows A Christmas Carol Tuesdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m., with
matinees Saturday at 2:30 p.m. and
Sunday at 5 p.m.
•Radio Music Theater runs Invasion of the Bed Snalchers Fridays
and Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. through
the end of January. Call 522-7722 for
more information.
•The Comedy Workshop
Cabaret presents Ten Years of Funny
DusinessThursday, Friday and Saturday nights at 8:30 p.m. through December. Call 524-7333 for more in-

COMING UP

•A ChristmasCarolopens tonight
at The Chocolate Bayou Theater

formation.
•The Houston Museum of Natural Science is exhibiting "Peru's
Golden Treasures" through January
3. Call 526-4273 for more information.
•Life of the Party plays Mondays
and Tuesdays at 8 p.m. at Kindred
Spirits. Call 623-6135 for more information.
•The Alky Theatre's production
of Stepping Out plays Tuesdays
through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays
at 4 and 9 p j n . and Sundays at 2:30
and 7:30 p.m. Call the Box Office at
615 Texas Avenue at 228-8421 for
more information.
•The Contemporary Arts
Museum is exhibiting Bruce Nauman: Drawings 1965-1986 through
January 17.
•The Gerhard Wurzer Gallery
is showing a collection of prints from
the 16th through 20th Century until
December 24. Call 863-1933 for
more information.
•The O'Kane Gallery is exhibiting mixed media works by Mary
Ellen Shipnes and sculpture by
Stanley Shipnes through December
11. Call 221-8042 for more information.
•The Harris Gallery (1100 Bissonnet) is exhibiting Heath, a collection of photographs from Heath,
Massachusetts, by Rice professor
Peter Brown. Call 522-9116 for more
information.
•American Art, 1845-1945, will
be on exhibit atThe Museum of Fine
Arts (1001 Bissonnet) through December 27. Admission is free on
Thursdays. With a Rice ID, it's only
$1 on other days.

CALL US!

664-8004

WE WILL STAY OPEN
For an additional hour,
To help cram for finals!

5233 BUFFALO SPWY.

PIZZA DELIVERS
FAST FREE DELIVERY

• ALL PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE TAX

PIZZARIFIC

PRICEBUSTERS

XTRA CHEESE
MORE TOPPINGS

2 FOR ONE
?

10

(lepsp

6 1?

One Mem
t * o nem«,
1 hiee Mem*,
Supreme
F a»onie
fBA

? or

800

?

14
8 95
'0 3;

848

11 ;s
i?;?

9 4?
990

13 ' 9
13 1 9
13 66

9 42

WHEN ONE IS ENOUGH!
Cheese
Addi Hems
Supreme
F avonte
tBA

USE THIS COUPON I

LUNCH & LATE
NIGHT SPECIAL
Between 11-4 & 10-Close
2 Item 12" Pizza
ONLY S5.65
EXPIRES 2-1-88
CHANELLO'S PIZZA

1?
5 65
94
895
895
9 42

16
800
1 40
13 19
13 19
1366

20
1460
1 88
1885
18 85
20 73

PIZZA TOPPINGS

SUB SANDWICHES

E»tra Cheese Pepperoni Pineapple Mush
rooms Ground Beef Greenpeppers Black
Olives Green Olives Anchovies Jaiapeno
Ham Sausage. Onions.

ITALIAN: Salami Ham Onions Greenpeppers
Mushrooms Sauce and Cheese
VEfiETARIAN Cheese Mushrooms Onions
Greenpeppers and Sauce
S U I M A R I N E : Salami Ham Cheese and Sauce

PIZZA SPECIALTIES • •
SUPREME llahan Sausage Pepperom Onions
Green Olives Greenpeppers Mushrooms
FAVORITE Ham Ground Beel Black Olives
Onions Greenpeppers Mushrooms
E I A Everything but Anchovies Jaiapeno and
Pineapple

USE THIS COUPON!

|

SALADS & DRINKS
Green Salad
Chet Salad

USE THIS C0UP0NI

Supreme Dream Special {
Iff Supreme & 1 qt of Coke
$190
1? Supreme & I qt of Coke

|
I
I

S&00
EXPIRES 2-1-88
CHANELLO'S PIZZA

I
I
|

$200
$4 00

Drinks Coke Diet Coke Sprite
Or Pepper ice Tea

USE THIS COUPON)

$1.00 OFF any 1?'
o«

$2.00 OFF any Iff
OB

saoo OFF any 20'
ITEM or MORE PIZZAS
One Coupon P*r P t u «

EXPIRES 2-1-88
CHANELLO'S PIZZA

OPEN M-T11 am • 2 a m F-S 11 am - 3am SUN 11 am - 12am

FREE
If your pizza is not
delivered in 30 minutes
your pizza is FREE
LlmlMd A m

EXPIRES 2-1-88
CHANELLO'S PIZZA

WE USE ONLY 100% REAL DAIRY CHEESE
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The Occasional Thresher Survey
12. Affirmative Action is necessary to right
social injustices.
13. Drug abuse is one of America's greatest
problems.
14. Sexual intercourse outside of marriage is
morally wrong.
15. In general, a married couple cannot experience a complete life without having children.
16. A single father can raise secure and happy
children just as well as a single mother.

A.

Demographics:

17. Birth control advice and supplies should be
available to all young people, regardless of
age.

1.

Sex:
_ ( 1 ) Male
(2) Female

18. It is much better if the husband works
outside the home and the wife takes care
of the home and family.

2.

Age:
__(1) Under 18
_ ( 2 ) 18
_(3) 19
_(4) 20

.(5) 21
(6) 22
(7) Over 22

College:
_ ( 1 ) Baker
_ ( 2 ) Brown
_ ( 3 y Hanszen
_(4) Jones
__(5) Lovett

_(6)
_(7)
_(8)
_(9)

Class:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(9)

(5)
"(6)
_(7)
_(8)

4.

5.

6.

7.

Richardson
Wiess
Will Rice
No college affiliation

Graduate student
Class III
Faculty member
Non-teaching staff
member

In which of these academic division(s) do you have an intended major, declared
major, or degree? Circle all that apply:
(1) Natural sciences
(5) Managerial Studies
(2) Engineering
(6) Art or Architecture
(3) Humanities
(7) Music
(4) Social Sciences
(8) No academic affiliation
Are you
_(1)
(2)
(3)

presently attending Rice on an athletic scholarship?
Yes
No
Not a student

Where do you live?
(1) On-campus in a residential college
(2) In the Graduate House
(3) Off-campus

B. The Rice Athletic Program:
8.

9.

19. A person can live a full and happy life
without marrying.
20. It should be legal for a woman to obtain an
abortion if she is married and does not
want any more children.
21. A married woman should be required to
inform her husband that she is getting an
abortion.
22. Couples should live together before getting married to make sure that they are
compatible.

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Other- please indicate

13

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree

Every now and then The Thresher conducts a survey of its readers. Obviously.
We don't pretend this survey is scientific, but we think the results will be interesting.
Your participation is entirely voluntary. We are not in league with the devil or the
administration; we do this survey only because it makes interesting reading. If you feel
uncomfortable telling us your deepest secrets, don't. (Write "N/A" beside the offensive
question and answer all the others.)
Please fill out these pages. And please, answer honestly and turn in only one (1)
survey. If more than one answer applies to a question, feel free to mark the appropriate
ones. If the question is not applicable to you or you don't know the answer, write "N/A" in
big letters next to it.
Once you've finished filling it out, put your survey in one of the boxes that will be in each
college office or mail it (either by Campus Mail or the Postal Service) directly to the
Thresher office (P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251). To be counted, all surveys must be
received by December 14. No exceptions.
Thanks. With luck, I'll have the results for the first issue of next semester.
—Paul D. Angles

3.

Friday. December 4,1987

How good a job do you think Jerry Berndt is doing as football coach?
(1) Excellent
(2) Good
(3) Fair
(4) Poor
How likely do you think it is that the Rice football team will become truly competitive
with the other teams of the Southwest Conference over the next 4 years? (i.e., will win
at least half the games in a single season?)
(1) Very likely
(2) Fairly likely
(3) Fairly unlikely
(4) Very unlikely

10. In your opinion, would it be in the best interests of Rice to stop trying to build a major
football team and compete in a more approriate conference?
(1) Yes
(2) No
11. What proportion of the students who are attending Rice on athletic scholarships would
you say are fully capable of doing Rice academic work?
„ J 1 ) 80 -100 percent
_(2) 60 - 80 percent
_(3) 40 - 60 percent
_(4) 20 - 40 percent
_(5) 0 - 20 parcent
•+J2—

23. We will be able to solve our societal problems through better technologies alone,
without having to change our morality.
24. Protecting the environment is so important
that continuing improvements must be
made, regardless of cost.
25. The world environment is in critical condition.
26. Killing animals to make fur coats is immoral.
27. The US should take whatever steps are
necessary, including the use of military
force, to stop the spread of communism.
28. There can be no winner in an all-out nuclear war; both the US and the Soviet
Union would be destroyed.
29. There will be a nuclear war—limited or fullscale—within th^next 10 years.
30. The President should be allowed to make
. foreign policy decisions without consulting
Congress.
31. Oliver North acted in the best interests of
the United States.
32. Congress illegally assumed judiciary
powers with regard to the Iran-Contra
Scandal.
33. The media has excessive influence over
politics.
34. The Supreme Court should make law as
well as interpret it.
35. Television evangelists do more harm than
good.
36. Homosexual activities are morally wrong.

1

37. Politically and socially, what do you consider yourself?
(1) Ultra-conservative
_ ( 2 ) Conservative
HO-llO-hO,
(3) Moderate
(4) Liberal
(5) Ultra-liberal

Mike!

C. Current social and moral issues:
For each of the following statements, please mark the answer which reflects how
much you agree or disagree with the statement.

Love, Michel*,
Mary, Wynn and Anne
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38. Do you consider yourself primarily:
(1) Heterosexual
(2) Bisexual
(3) Homosexual
(4) Asexual

67. What is your favorite section of The Thresher?
(1) News
(2) Editorial
(3) Fine Arts
(4) Sports

39. In general, how do you prefer to spend your time socially?
(1) Alone
(2) With one or two of your closest friends
(3) In a larger group of friends
(4) With a very large group composed of friends and strangers
(5) At clubs and bars with strangers

G. The Future:

40. When you entered Rice, what was your purity test score? (Approximations are fine.

.(5) Backpage
_(6) Features
_(7) Don't usually read it.

68. What are your plans for the year after you graduate?
(1) Law school
(2) Medical school
(3) Graduate school
(4) Work
(5) Other—please specify:
(6) I am not a student.

41. What is your purity test score now?
69. What is the main reason that you went to college?
(1) To receive a good education
(2) To grow intellectually
(3) To increase the chances of getting a well-paying job
(4) To fulfill someone else's expectations (i.e., parents)
(5) To find a spouse
(6) Other—please specify:

42. Have you ever engaged in sexual intercourse?
(1) Yes, in the last 12 months
(2) Yes, but not in the last 12 months
(3) No, never
43. What is your favorite campus social event?
(1) Parties
(5) Formals
(2) Football games
(6) TGs
(3) College Night
(7) Pub Night
(4) Freshman week
(8) Intramurals

70. What is the main reason that you chose Rice?
(1) Academics
(2) Scholarships
(3) Couldn't afford other schools
(4) Location
(5) Other—please specify:

F. Current issues affecting the Rice community:
44. Is racism a problem at Rice University?
_ ( 1 ) Yes
(2) No

71. How important to you is financial success?
(1) Very important
(2) Fairly important
(3) Fairly unimportant
(4) Very unimportant

45. Is sexism a problem at Rice University?
_ ( 1 ) Yes
(2) No

72. How important to you is success in your chosen field?
(1) Very important
(2) Fairly important
(3) Fairly unimportant
(4) Very unimportant

46. Does Rice need an Office for Minority Affairs?
_ ( 1 ) Yes
(2) No
47. Does Rice need an outdoor swimming pool?
_ ( 1 ) Yes
(2) No
48. How often do you believe the administration acts with the interests of the students in
mind?
(1) All of the time
(2) Most of the time
(3) Some of the time
(4) Never
49. When granting tenure to professors, should most emphasis be placed on teaching
ability or published research?
(1) Teaching ability
(2) Published research
(3) Equal emphasis
50. Do you feel that students are given ample opportunity to participate in the university's
decision-making?
(1) Yes
(2) No
51. Do you think Rice University needs a full-time professional to counsel those with drug
problems?
_ ( 1 ) Yes
(2) No
Campus Organizations: How would you rate the performance and overall quality of each
of these campus organizations and administrators over the past year?
Excellent
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

The Student Association Senate
The Rice Program Council (RPC)
The Marching Owl Band (MOB)
KTRU
The Campanile
The Graduate Student Association
The Rice Thresher
RSVP
Health Services
a) The Pub
b) Sammy's
c) Valhalla
d)The college commons: C. K.
The Rice Campus Store
The Campus Police
The Rice Players
President Rupp
Proctor Holt

Good
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Fair
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Poor
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Very Poor
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

67. How often do you purchase a product or patronize a merchant because of an ad in
The Thresher (including coupons and inserts)?
u
(1) At least once a week
(2) At least once a month
(3) At least once a semester
_ ( 4 ) Never

73. When do you think that you will be married?
(1) Already married
#
(2) Within 1 year
(3) Within 1 to 5 years
(4) Within 5 to 10 years
(5) I do not plan to get married

>

74. Do you wish to have children at some point in your life?
(1) I already have children
(2) Yes
(3) No
H.

Some final questions:

75. Should Rice University divest its holdings in companies that do business in South
Africa?
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) I don't care
76. Should marijuana be legalized?
__(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) I don't care
77. Which of the following would you most like to see as President?
(1) Bob Dole
(7) Jesse Jackson
(2) George Bush
(8) Al Gore
(3) Pat Robertson
(9) Michael Dukakis
(4) Alexander Haig
(10) Joseph Babbitt
(5) Pete du Pont
(11) Paul Simon
(12) Dick Gephardt
(6) Jack Kemp
78. How well do you feel that you fit in socially with other Rice students?
(1) Very well
(2) Fairly well
(3) Fairly poorly
(4) Very poorly
79. How satisfied are you with your sex life?
(1) Very satisfied
(2) Fairly satisfied
(3) Fairly unsatisfied
(4) Very unsatisfied
80. Knowing what you know now, if you had to chose between going to Rice and another
school, which would you do?
(1) I would go to Rice
(2) I would go to another school (please specify)
(3) I am not a student
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Owls fall to Coogs in Bayou Bucket passfest
by Steve Nations
The 1987 football season came to a
close for the Owls on Saturday, and it
ended with mostly the same sentiments that marked Rice's entire season: disappointment and frustration.
On Saturday the Houston Cougars
came to Rice Stadium and left with
the Bayou Bucket, winning a game
characterized by half a ton of offense,
several fights, and four hours and five
minutes of elapsed time.
"I feel for our seniors," said Head
Coach Jerry Berndt after watching his
Owls fall 45-21 to Houston. "They've
gone through three coaches. They've
known nothing but disappointment
and frustration. I feel for them."
But although the season ended on a
losing note, it was not without its
share of highlights and accomplishments. The 1987 Rice offense powered its way to 4235 yards of total
offense, the second highest total in the
history of the school, behind only the
4272 yards- gained by the 1976
Tommy Kramer-led squad, and good
for third place in the SWC this year.
And talk about balance, thatoffensive
performance breaks down into 2117
rushing yards and 2118 passing yards.
Rice set a team record for first downs
in a season, total plays in a season, and
even penalty yards in a season.
Individually,
senior
Mark
Comalander finished his career third
on the all-time Rice list for passing
yards and touchdown passes. And
senior runningback Todd Jones
gained 582 yards on 82 carries this
year. That 7.1 yard per carry average
is the second best ever at Rice, behind
only the great Dicky Maegle's 7.3
average in 1953. "I had chances to go

to some other schools," said Jones
after the loss to Houston, "but I still
think Rice was the best choice. I
wouldn't trade the experience here
for anything."
Against Houston the Owls did
something that they were seldom able
to do this year: jump out to an early
lead. In fact, Rice put the first 11
points of the game up on its side of the
scoreboard. But the run-and-shoot
offense of Houston shot down the
Owls to the tune of 530 yards, including an SWC record 450 yards passing
from Cougar quarterback David
Dacus. "They work in the middle of
the zone where they feel they're
quicker than the linebackers trying to
cover them," said cornerback William McClay. "When you get everybody spread out and they isolate on
the linebacker, it's tough for him."
The fatal blow, if indeed there can
be one deciding play in a game which
features over 1000 yards of combined
offense, came early in the fourth
quarter. With Houston on top 28-21,
Rice lined up for a 42-yard field goal
attempt. But Glen Ray Hines' kick
was a litde low, and the kick was
blocked. Houston's Johnny Jackson
scooped up the ball and sprinted 75
yards untouched to score. So instead
of possibly being down by only four,
the Owls found themselves trailing by
14.
"I think the blocked field goal was
the difference in the game," said
Bemdt. However, that wasn't the
only time Rice shot itself in the foot.
With the score tied at 11 in the second
quarter, Houston was kicking off. But
Quentis Roper fumbled theJcick, and
the Cougars came up with the ball on

r

—H. Turner

Everett Coleman and Eric Johnson ubangee a Cougar.

the 14 yard line. Four plays later
Houston was on top 18-11.
While Houston had 530 yards of
offense, Rice had equally impressive
offensive statistics, racking up 502
yards. Quarterback Mark Comalander, playing in his last game for Rice,
went out in style. He completed 25 of
50 passes for 316 yards and one
touchdown. And if that weren't
enough, he even scored once himself,
taking the ball in from 14 yards out on
an option keeper. That play capped an
11-play, 95-yard drive to put Rice on
the board first. The snap for the pointafter was high, so Roper simply
hoofed it around right end for the two

point conversion.
When Houston got the ball back,
Dacus wasted little time. On the second play he threw to a streaking James
Dixon. Donald Hollas stepped in for
Rice and intercepted the ball, but he
paid a price for ii. "We were disguising our coverages and I don't think he
ever saw me," said Hollas. "I cut back
across the grain (on the runback) and
I only had one guy to beat. He hit me
and gave me a deep thigh bruise."
That thigh bruise kept Hollas out of
the rest of the game, seriously hampering Rice's defensive efforts.
Rice took the gift, though, and
Hines kicked a 29-yard field goal to

put Rice up 11-0.
The next 11 points belonged to
Houston, including a 37-yard Chip
Browndyke field goal and four-yard
run by Kimble Anders. Houston converted their two point conversion
(this one on purpose) to tie the score at
11.
Following Houston's quick touchdown after the fumbled kickoff,
Comalander went into high gear.
After completing passes of 21 and 14
yards, he found split end Chris Nixon
over the middle, and luanched a perfect pass that Nixon caught and carried into the endzone, bringing Rice
see Berndt, page 19

1P

SELL YOUR BOOKS
AT THE

RICE CAMPUS STORE
The Campus Store will pay up to 1/2 the latest price for those texts that have been
ordered by the faculty for Spring '88 (unless we have enough left from fall '87). We
pay wholesale price for those texts you wish to sell that are not being used next
semester & have resale value to book wholesalers.
The BUY-BACK times are:
Dec. 9 & 10 - 12 to 4
Dec. 11
- 9 to 4
Dec. 14 & 15 - 12 to 4
Dec. 16
- 9 to 4
If you have any questions, please stop by the book Dept. And remember, BRING
YOUR RICE I.D. - Thanks
f(
V

~

V

(•

®A® )

\

Ricc
Campus
Store
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Hoopsters open Thompson era with victories

Freshman David Willie is a dunking sensation

by Wade Chow
Rice's rejuvenated hoopsters
opened the season with two wins,
beating San Diego in a tough overtime contest, 97-90, and downin the
University of Missouri-Kansas City
62-60. The Owls faced their first loss
at the hands of Mississippi State on
Wednesday night.

Gladu

The San Diego victory on Friday
was almost one that got away. The
Owlsbuilt a 38-30 lead at the half.
On a three point shot from David
Willie, the Owls stretched this lead
to 13 points with 6:05 remaining in
the second half. The Toreros, however, closed ground by playing
pesky defense and taking the ball

PRIVATE
PARTY LINE

inside on a tired Owl defense. With 29
seconds remaining, USD pulled
within 3 points on free throws from
Danny Means. Twice in the last 48
seconds, Rice had a chance to win the
game outright when D'Wayne Tanner (16 points, 5 assists) and Dave
Mlachnik went to the foul line, but
both missed the front end of the oneand-one. With 4 seconds left, it was
Means' clutch 3 point bomb which
tied the score at 82 apiece, sending the
game into overtime.
A comer three-pointer from Dave
Mlachnik, the Owls' high scorer with
19 points, put Rice ahead 86-80 with
2 minutes, 31 seconds to go in overtime. But the Toreros responded with
a baseline shot from Marty Munn (30
points, 8 rebounds) and a pair of free
throws from center Keith Colvin to
take the lead, 90-89, for the first time
since the 17:43 mark in the first half.
Mlachnik responded with a
baseline drive to put Rice ahead for
good, 91-90. Andy Gilchrist and
Michael Irving sunk both ends of their
respective one-and-ones to push the
lead to five points. With victory certain, freshman David Willie jammed
to leave the final score 97-90.
The Owls made 38 trips to the foul
line, 17 more than the Toreros. In this
statistic alone, the new, more aggressive style of play for Coach Scott
Thompson's Owls is evident. On defense, too, the Owls played tough,
using an aggressive man to man defense and a full court press to shade up
the opposition.
In last Monday's showdown
against the Spirit Express, eleven
turnovers plagued the Owls in the first
half, giving the Spirit Express a 34-27
halftime lead. A frigid 23.5% shoot-

ing percentage from the field didn't
help any, either. The Owls roared
back in the second half, however,
behind the efforts of D'Wayne
Tanner's 12 second half points. The
Owls ended up shooting 50% for the
half, leading die Spirit Express by as
many as 11 points.
After beating the Spirit Express
and the University of San Diego, the
Rice Owls traveled to Kansas City
Monday to take on the University of
Missouri-Kansas City. Again, the
Owl showed their ability to play in the
clutch. With the Kangaroos leading
60-59 with only two seconds remaining, the Owls rebounded a missed free
throw by UMKC's Mark Oliver.
Mike Girardi got the ball just inside of
center court. His desperation threepointer, a 32 footer at the buzzer, gave
the Owls a 62-60 victory over the
Kangaroos. Girardi led the Owls with

Lady Owls triumph
by Mark Matteson
Like Santa, the Rice Women's
Basketball team is hoping to show
their seasonal spirit by demonstrating
that to give is better than to receive.
Losses, that is.
The Owls displayed a bit of their
festiveness last week by taking the
touumament trophy at the first annual Picadilly Classic. They beat
Lamar 76-70 at Autry Court in
Saturday's season opener and finished off Southwestern like a leftover
Thanksgiving turkey sandwich the
next day, 78-62.
The Owls are returning eight players, including three excellent starters,
and have added five freshmen to the
roster. The team is now as deep as it

has been since it joined division I, and
the talent is well distributed. Senior
Edith Adams starts at the post position, and she is flanked by junior
Amelia Jensen and senior Glenda
Jensen at forward, while the guard
slots are filled by senior Karen
Sowada and freshman Jane Roman.
Against Lamar, the Owls dominated the boards with a 47-25 rebounding edge and shot a repectable
58 percent. Jensen led Rice with 19
points. In the championship, the Owls
slowly accumulated a double-digit
lead over Southwestern to win7862."We knew Southwestern wasn't
as strong," said Adams. "We took
them kind of lightly and looked really
sloppy in the first half."

5 Minutes from Rice Campus

STUDENT/FACULTY
DISCOUNT

976-GALS
(4257)

RICHMON7
SQUARE

24 hour

Vhti could U (fom
Jluckj TUmAM,!

13 points. Dave Mlachnik pumped in
12, and Andy Gilchrist added 10
points to the Rice cause.
On Wednesday, The Owls took
their first loss, falling to Mississippi
State 72-68 at Autry. The Owls
looked strong early on, building leads
of up to eight points in the first half.
Questionable calls by the referees
allowed the Bulldogs to pull to within
34-33 at halftime.
Rice let the visitors jump to a ten
point lead in the second half,and had
to scrap to get back in the game. A
Mlachnik three-pointer cut the deficit
to two at one point, but Rice mistakes
allowed the opposition lead to balloon back to ten points. Two last second three-pointers made the score
close, but the Owls weren't close
enough to win. The Bulldogs snapped
a 20 game road losing streak with the

$2.00 plus toll, if any

CHRIST
KlNGmj
LVTHERAN E g
CHVRCH
Rice at Greendoriar In the Village 523-2864
Sunday Worship 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Pastoral Staff available for consultation by appointment
Tansportation available for students by request
For additional information see our campus newsletter
the CALENDAR
Providing Lutheran Campus Ministry at Rice
Ed Peterman and Fred Haman, Pastors

Close-in for your convenience,
enclosed for your protection.

§ Faculty, Staff, & Student Discount
§ Pools, covered parking, laundry facilities
§ Electronically-controlled

access gates

§ 24 hour patrol

—

§ On Metro bus route

Westheimer
Alabama

§ Roommates Welcome
Richmond

Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
. Open Saturday and Sunday
1400 Richmond 522-1035
Look for us amoung the trees on Richmond,
just off Montrose
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Hmm, Thresher, what's that?" sez Aggie Poo-head

•The Ivy League is allowing Columbia to lower its admisions standards in
order to beef up their football program. We have from some unidentified source off the Thresher rumor
mill that A&M admissions committee
tried to pull this same manuver a few
years back; the admissions committee
abandoned their efforts, however,
when the SWC reminded A&M that
they had no minimum requirement to
begin with.
•An analysis of the preseason rankings of the 9 SWC basketball teams
reads, "Only one thing is certain concerning the preseason favorite to
capture the 74th SWC basketball
title—there is no clear-cut favorite.
As many as four teams have been
tabbed by the pre-season basketball

publications." They do not comment
on the fact that every single newspaper picked Rice to finish last. Mr.
Thompson & Co. damn well better
prove these guys wrong.
•Columbia has lost its last forty
games. Forty games. That's four
seasons without a win. And that's 28
dog seasons for you canines out there.
•Out of all the SWC school newspaper sports people I have met in the
press box at football games this year,
none were more entirely clueless than
those from A&M. Upon seeing my
seat designation which read, The
Thresher,
each independently
scatched his ass and said to me,
"Hmm—'Thresher.' What's that?
What do you mean, Thresher!"
Frankly, I didn't understand why their

OWLOOK
by Joel Sendek
seats were designated Battallion. It
should have read "shit for brains."
•Now that the soccer Field has
bleachers, I say we call it the Rice
Soccer Stadium. Think of the P.R.
potential. For example, the admissions office could get Mr. Cowsar to
take a photo of 50 people crammed
together, cheering on Rice soccer, for
next year's "The Rice Choice" admissions pamphlet. Oops, that wouldn't
be appropriate—the pictures they use
in there have to be at least ten years
old.
•I've already cancelled my subsription to Penthouse. Now that Colum-

Harriers show at Nationals
By Anthony Wills
The Rice Owls men's and women's
teams both finished their seasons in
top twenty form last week at the
NCAA Cross Country Championships in Charlottesville, Virginia.
The men's team had 411 points to
place 19th overall in the 10 kilometer
course and the women had a total of
367 points to finish 15th in the nation,
over the five kilometer course. The
Arkansas Razorbacks captured the
men's team title while Oregon
squeaked past North Carolina State to
take the women's title.
The Rice men's team had itsbest
overall season since 1979. Five Harrier seniors finished up their last cross
country season in the championship
meet: Tony Martinez, Jon Warren,
Alfredo Gomez, Rich Dissly, and

Shawn Smith. Martinez led the Owls
with a 37th place finish in 30:12.
Warren clocked a 30:42, to place 71st.
Gomez came in 111 th with a time of
31:18 and Dissly ran a 31:57 to finish
147th overall. Juniors Bill Barrett and
Lance Benedict placed 170th and
180th respectively.
Warren said that the team was a little
disappointed with the outcome but
stfil felt they had put forth their best
effort. Warren added, "Sure, we
wanted to finish a little higher as a
team, but we had some of the best
talent in the nation there at that meet.
We ran pretty well overall, the competition was exceptionally good. We
still have a lot to be proud of as a
team."
The women's team finished 15th
overall to enjoy its best-ever season

and rank. Two-time All-American
Pam Klassen did not have a good race,
but still led the team with a 53rd finish
in 17:16. Klassen, from Winnipeg,
Canada, leaves Rice cross country
after having a superb career and will
probaly be remembered as the best
cross country runner the women's
team has ever had.
Junior Kirsten Aure finished a shade
behind her teammate to place 54th
overall in 17:17. Freshman Julie
Jiskra, who ran well in her first collegiate season, clocked an 18:09, to
place 117th.
Junior Michelle Barz finished with a
time of 18:25, good enough for 121 st.
Two other freshmen, Kirsten Scobie
and Marta Fonseca, a walk-on, finished with times of 19:05 and 19:11,
respectively.

bia is going to have some big dumb
fuu-bah players kicking the pants off
the high-standard Ivy pansies, Rice
may descend to the bottom depths of
the notorious Bottom Twenty.
Please, say it won't happen.
•Now who woyjd have thought that
during Rice's Ikst 1987 regular season football game, MarkComalander
would throw an interception, a leading tackier would get sidelined with
an injury (Donald Hollas), and the
venerable Glen Ray would get a field
goal attempt blocked and returned for
a touchdown? The Owls must love to
see reruns, becaus£ that's all they will
be able to see on the films from this
season.
•So the Rice volleyball team didn't
quite meet our expectations for the
season. That's OK—our team still
has the cutest spikers in the Southwest
Conference.

•The Rice Owls football team is
simply not capable of losing forty
games in a row. Now if you want to
talk field goals...
•Why is it that the worst two teams in
the SWC take four hours to play their
last regular season game? Like taking
a final in a class you know you should
have dropped sometime earlier in the
semester, the goal should have been to
get it over. Saturday did have one
redeeming quality, however; the
Houston game was the first Rice
home game in which the press box
was not around 50 degrees.
•Anyone who hasn't been to a Rice
basketball game yet better think about
getting his lame ass out to "Autry
court from hell" onTuesday at7:35 to
see Rice take on Southern. And those
northeasterners in the crowd better
show up in D.C. when Rice takes on
Georgetown on December 21.

Y

Parkw
ood
apartments

7331 Staffordshire

795-4134
Oversized Apartments on Spacious Wooded Grounds
1 Bedroom With Study
• 2 Bedroom With Study
Walk to VA Hospital
• Covered Parking
Laundry Facilities
• Family Areas
5 Minutes from Tsxas Medical Center/Rice
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Why buy a whole pizza...
when you only want a slice?

»!

izza & Drink

#

$1.09

Tax6 pm Monday-Friday only!
2*Plus
pm to
Offer expires December 18, 1987

MBOLINI

THE ORIGINAL

Present this ad at Bambollno's The Original
Italian Drive-Thru" at 4310 Montrose at
Richmond and get a DOUBLE-BIG " Slice of
Cheese Pizza and a small drink for $1.09.
Or try a DOUBLE-BIG "Slice of Pepperoni or
Sausage Pizza and a small drink for $1.39.

ITALIAN DRIVE-THRU Open 11 am-11 pm Daily
A NEW NINFA'S CREATION

4310 Montrose at Richmond
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Ruggers close season with tournament success
by Brian Holmes
The Rice Rugby Club finished its
fall season two weekends ago with resounding splendor. Rugby teams
came from all quadrants of the globe
to compete in the Houston Rugby
tournament, a festival reminiscent of
the jousting era, featuring large pavilions, much mead, lovely lasses and
strong young men. Rice was co-host.
At any given moment, one could
spectate any of four simultaneous
games, proving that these fields were
meant for one thing and one thing
only: blood and guts rugby! Where
the only music came from the faithful
drips of blood and the percussion of
breaking bones, and not from a bunch
of flaming wimps from the Shepherd
School of Wimpic. We'll shove tubas
up your tushies before we give up our
field.
Anyway, Saturday proved to be
bleak for the Rice Rugby Club. The
first match began at 9 am. "That's before the chickens get up," Stuart
Lewis was overheard saying. It was
against our old banes, the Galveston
Rugby Club. They took it to us hard,
making us wish we had stayed home
to watch the Smurfs. Skipping the
unimportant details, the final score
signified a loss for Rice. The second
game against Southeast Louisiana
was not much brighter. In the first
half we prevailed though, with Jeff
"Beater" Dhursen scoring a graceful
yet powerful try. Pat "old faithful"
Courtney later kicked a penalty, giving Rice seven points, and a first half
lead. But our competition dominated
in the second half, their final total 18
points and the win. Rice was devastated, feeling sadness penetrating
their soul, fearing the season ending
in disaster. Moreover, Sean Park, our
illustrious scrumhalf went down with
a broken nose— heroically, of course.
Phil "hubby" Meyer cheered us up
somewhat when he handed out tickets
for ten free 16 oz beers; in fact, he
cheered us up a lot. By the end of the

day I had totally forgotten that we had
even played rugby. But by nightfall,
we all realized that we would be playing on the morrow, and that we must
be ready, for hardware was still in our
grasp. The C division championship
was at hand, but we would have to win
three games in a row.
Our first game was against the ferocious Houston Rugby Club. A pregame peptalk by Jim Humes boosted
morale and was a key factor in what
would be a transition into a new era in
Rice Rugby fervor. "I'm sick of losing, guys, now let's go out there and
kick some butt, lets gain some respect
for once," were some of the key
phrases. I almost cried. The team was
now unified. The scrum was unyielding, Neil Folsom, surrogate hooker,
winning scrum after scrum. Hard,
crushing defensive tackles by Tom
Jackson and Phil Meyer opened opportunities for our offense to prevail.
Jim Humes, acting as surrogate
scrumhalf, skillfully flinged the ball
to the back line allowing their magic
to manifest itself. Key runs by Ali
Koc and Steve Mattingly set the stage
for Pat Courtney's awesome kicks.
The game was, in fact, a battle of feet,
Pat's dominating. The final was 12-9,
and we were in the semifinal.

Rice scored 20 points, SFA only 7.
And we were in the final.
The final was against the University of Houston, whom we had beaten
earlier in the year. Graced by the presence of Admiral Howie Goldman at
hooker. Rice set out in search of hardware. The sideline was fraught with
fans, and the scenario was in place for
victory.
The first half was a battle of foots.
Pat Courtney kicked three penalties,
while Houston's kicker kicked one.
Our scrum was fierce. Tres Ward
painfully slaughtered the enemy
scrumhalf on three consecutive plays,
intimidating the UH backs. Tommy
Gee, motivated by his parents' presence, made tackle after crushing
tackle. Clark Sitton, a diehard fan,
later said, "Sticks like T o m m y ' s
make spectating fun." The second
half became a breathtaking clash, the
suspense lasting until the final minutes. Pat made one more field goal,
giving Rice 12. Then it was time for
the backs to perform magic. An
awesome burst by Ali Koc, setup Dan
"sidestep" Lynch for a try pure as
oatmeal without weevils. This gave
Rice 18. In the meantime, Houston
scored two more tries, giving them

We were then placed against the
Stephen F. Austin Rugby Club. After
a devastating loss to them last year we
had a vendetta to settle. We took it to
them early, a try scored by Ali Koc on
a mistake by SFA. W e played on
hard, as if the fate of all was dependent. Two field goals by Pat Courtney
increased our lead. Then it finally
happened. Mike Giangiorgi scored
the first try of his career. Taking the
line-out pass, he cruised at gale-like
speed towards the enemy fullback,
brilliantly squib-kicked it by him,
chased his own kick, and fell on it in
the try zone. For just a moment, the
tournament stood still. Pat made the
conversion, and scored another try on
his own, racking up MVP points.

Lads give thanks in Monterrey

ONE-STOP
COPY SHOP
W e copy, collate, and bind.
^^e make enlargements, reductions,
transparencies, and overlays.
W e take passport and I.D. photos.
W e sell paper, pens, tape, and other office
supplies.
W e are o p e n early, open late, and open
weekends.
Wre are your one-stop business copying
center.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people.

2368 Rice Blvd.
In The Village
521-9465

13. Then in the last minute Houston
scored again, giving them 17. They
couldhave won it with the conversion,
but they missed it, and everyone
sighed as Rice won the C division trophy.
Beer awaited us on the sideline.
The semester ended in victory. The
rugger huggers awaited us. We had
fun to look forward to, and nothing
more: the team victory party, Phil's

Ali Koc shakes off a would-be assassin

by Jesus Meison
At Thanksgiving dinner some of us
gave thanks for family and good
friends. Some of us gave thanks for
good food and some of us gave thanks
for the devaluation of the peso. Later,
some of us caught the end of the
Macy's parade or turned over to the
Dallas or Detroit game. A few of the
more adventurous ones, despite the 10
pounds of turkey in their guts, played
a backyard Toilet Bowl game, knocking each other around trying to get the
football before they booted.
The most adventurous of us, however, preferred a more international
game of futbol, under lights in a
45,000 seat stadium (even if it wasn't
quite packed to maximum capacity).
Over break, the Rice Soccer team
ventured to Monterrey, Mexico.
Coach Mike Henshaw, as he shifted
his clubs, reminded the lads as they
boarded the Aeromexico twin prop,
"Remember blues, we're not just

going to Mexico to drink beer and
play golf." Of course not. Monterrey
Tech, champions of Nuevo Leon and
last year's winners of Mexico's collegiate title, first had to be overcome.
Picked up by a dusty converted
school bus with welded bars Over the
windows, the lads wondered, "Are
those to keep the hostile fans out or us
in? Must be both."
At Tech Stadium, Rice was both
psyched and nervous. This is where
England demolished Poland in the
'86 World Cup. Yeah, but this is also
where Monterrey Tech has demolished its opponents the last 10 years.
They're going to be good, real good.
After a garbled introduction both
teams took the field. The three digit
score board read MIT 0, RIC 0. The
starting whistle blew and the lads attacked. Playing with more energy and
determination than ever before, Rice
scored in the opening minutes. On a
perfectly executed play, Bob "but she

Rice Special
Dec. 4-16
DRIVE

The
BEVERAGE

THRU

P/fStop

'Shop-in-Your-Car Convenience'
• Busch 12-packs - $3.99
(while supply lasts)
1k Busch Kegs - $32.55
Includes Barrel, Pump, Ice & Delivery
• Schaefer 6-packs
(regular or lite)
- $2.09
j
We also have
•Bread • Milk • Eggs -Soda • Sandwiches
• Wine • Keg Beer • Much, much more

Open 24 Hours

5712 KTirby

10 am- 10 pm M-Th
10am-12amSat
12 noon-6 pm Sun

432-1200

bachelor party, and Phil's wedding
(for those of us who are sober enough
to make it there after the bachelor
party). Next semester will be another
veritable plethora of rugby excitement. A new coach, more demanding
practices, and increased morale will
make it more exciting for those who
come to watch. And remember,
Rugby isn't everything, it's the only
thing.

—D. Kelley

was fine" McGaughey passed an indirect kick to Stuart "Hey, Paco" White,
who knocked the ball across to alumni
Greg "I love you long time" Sholeen
who blasted the ball into the net. The
scoreboard changed to read Mex 0,
UtfA 1. Rice was accomplishing what
the US soccer team had never done in
international play; they were winning. The crowd was ecstatic. The
Monterrey players dodged beer
bottles.
Rice's defense was complemented
by incredible play from keeper extraordinare Ken Finger, and the other
alum
who-couldn't-pass-up-achance-like-this, Tom "You know,I
need a pair of shoes" Pellette. Tech
recovered from Rice's aggressive and
quick pass style of play to counter
with a lame, bobbling goal to tie.
The second half found Rice more on
the defensive as Tech's skill and ball
control started to show through. But
Rice's back four held and with several
remarkable saves from Kenny, Tech
was unable to score. Even John "The
Fagin of Monterrey" Shepard played
well. The last minutes of the match
were highlighted when White headed
a cross which the Monterrey keeper
was barely able to deflect "Shit!,"
lamented Coach (I've been here before and I know its a juice") Henshaw.
"You mean caca," corrected Jorge
("You guys use tomar?!") Negron.
With the final whistle the score remained Mex 1, USA 1.
In the post-game locker room there
was much rejoicing. This was the
greatest game they had ever played.
"What a way to end the season," remarked Tony "Jesus" Mason. On
with the festivities! And they did, for
three days straight.
Of these, there is little recollection
(save by Jose Cuervo and Carta
Blanca). Unfortunately, this is not a
travel narrative. I wish I could retell
all our post-game adventures, but suffice to say that breakfast remained a
$1 a person, tequilla remained at
$ 1.50 a liter, the taxi drivers remained
road warriors (with or without their
trunks closed), Monterrey's professional team remained tied, 1 -1, (symbolic? I doubt it), streets remained
dusty, and the Rice lads (as always)
remained Rice lads.

THRESHER Sports
THE READERS DIGEST SCOREBOARD.
Men's Basketball Playoff Pairings
YOU GOTTA BE JOKING vs BYE
CRIMISON GLORY vs WES & THE
QUIGMENS
THE MONSTER vs JACKSONVILLE ROCKETS
THE WEATHERMEN vs HALL'S
HOOPERS
SCHNAPPA A LA MODE vs TOO
OLD FOR THIS
R. HEAD & THE 4 SKINS vs
CONCRETE MEMBERS
TEAM ED vs AL & THE BODYGUARDS
X. E. HOOPS vs GEEZERS
Men's Soccer Playoff Pairings
DATE RAPIST FROM HELL vs BYE
CLEAT STUDS vs BUCKMINISTER
P.E. 101 vs CALAZONES
LOS CHINGONES vs KUDU BILTONG
GRANDMA BOUGHT A RUBBER
vs BUON GIORNIO
DOWN BOYS vs W.P.L. UNITED

RENEGADE NUNS ON WHEELS
vs SMHMUH GOOGIE
NAUSEA vs BYE

Free Throw Contest finalsTues., Dec. 8, Halftime of Men's
Varsity Basketball g a m e :
Mark Colonna-SRC
Jon Whltney-LOVETT
Stacy Flippin-WIESS
Chris Williams-ATHLETICS

Co-Ed Basketball Finals
Congratulations to TEAM COED . They took this years championship by defeating The
Bricks in the finals last week.

Potential Officials-if you missed
the meeting on Thursday a n d
would like to oficiate Volleyball, Basketball and/or VolleyWall-Ball, call Lisa a t 527-4808

Lazer Tag
BIO WARFARE b e c a m e this
years champion as the, well I
quess the term Is out-gunned
their opponent and llt-up the
sensor. Good luck against U.H.

Women's College Volleyball
Championship- SRC vs. Wiess,
Fri., Dec. 4,3 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
by Robert Nevill

Intramural Entry Deadlines- Fri.,
Dec.4
• Men's Volleyball
• CO-ED Volleyball
• CO-ED Volley-Wall-Ball
.•Women's Basketball
• Men's Badminton Doubles
• Men's Racquetball Doubles
• Men's Squash

Men's College Volleyball
Championship- LOVETT vs. winner of SRC vs. HANZEN, Fri., Dec.
4
Play Results Deadlines
Dec. 7 for
•Women's Faculty- Staff Racquetball
• Men's Faculty- Staff Tennis
Dec. 15 for
• Men's Faculty- Staff Squash

Berndt falls short of prediction
continued from page 15
into another tie at 18 all.
The explosive power of the runand-shoot was never more evident
than on the next series, when Houston
took only three plays and 45 seconds
to-'drive 61 yards for the touchdown.
Two passes for 50 yards, a Rice penalty for a late hit, and a 6-yard run
added up to a 25-18 Houston lead.
Rice added one more field goal to
head into the locker room trailing 2521.
Little did the Owls know when they
were sitting in the locker room, however, that they had scored their last
points of the season. Despite racking
up 242 yards of offense in the second
half, Rice was not able to score.
The Owls' ten second-half possessions ended with an interception, five
punts, a blocked field goal, two losses
by downs, and the end of the season.
Houston added 20 points in the second half, including the return of the
blocked field goal, to make the final
score 45-21.
"It's not exactly the way anybody
on this team wanted to finish the year,
not just the seniors," Mark Comalander said.
Before the season began, Coach
Berndt predicted how many games
Rice would win this year. He wrote
that prediction down and sealed it in
an envelope, where it sat in his desk
all year.
Monday he opened that envelope
and re-read what he had written back
in August.

'I predicted we'd win five games
this year, and quite possibly six," he
said. "That was my pre-season prediction. And knowing what I know
now I'd make the same prediction.
"I'm more disappointed than anything else. And I really hurt for our
kids. Because they're good kids."
Possibly the biggest problem, as
Berndt sees it, was the injury-filled
year that plagued the defense.

"We never once all year lined up
with our top 11 defensive players on
the field. Not once, " Berndt said. In
all, 10 defensive starters missed part
or all of at least three games.
While the Owls may be down right
now, they are certainly not out.
"We're going to make it happen
here," said Berndt. "It's just going to
take a little longer than I thought it
would."

Class Party at Chicago Pizza!
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60*
for a
Weekend
Cruise
On METRO'S newest route, "34-Weekender,"
you can sail through one of Houston's most
attraction-packed areas.
Scenic wonders include six museums and
art galleries. The zoo, planetarium, garden
center, and sculpture garden. Two universities.
The Medical Center. Dozens of shops and
restaurants.
Go with friends or take the family and make
a day of it.
Just take the METRO bus marked "34Weekender" and flying black and white flags.
One-way trip, 60$. All-day pass, $1.20. With 2
adult all-day passes, 3 kids can ride free.
Saturdays and Sundays only.
For full route and schedule information, call
METRO at

635-4000
center

Richmond

4

Southwest Freeway

34-Weekender

CHICAGO PIZZA
VVe accept
c
n
s

MasterCard
American Express

FREE DELIVERY

checks w/ Rice ID

Seats 100 people for
parties or groups

Rice University

526-9780

4100 MANDELL (Between Richmond and Alafc&ma)

For fast service call our PIZZA HOT LINE
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2.
3.
4.
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Children's Museum
W GRAY
University of St. Thomas
Rothko Chapel
The Menii Collection
Glassell School of Art
Contemporary Arts Museum
Sculpture Garden
Museum of Fine Arts
Museum of Natural Science
& Planetarium
Houston Civic Garden
Center
jS
Hermann Park
<
3
Miller Outdoor Theatre
Houston Zoo
Rice University
RISSONNET
The Village

•

WESTHEIMER

RICHMOND
S W FREEWAY

AMHERST

Buy any medium or large pizza at
regular price and receive another
identical one free.

You can get there from here.
Not valid with any other offers
Expires 1/15/88

METRD
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T & f a & b P O COME. O C O M E . EMMANUEL MISCLASS
What do you call 5,000 dead Aggies
at the bottom of the ocean?
A good start.
***

How do you break an Aggie's finger?
Punch him in the riose.

"So if she leaves you, does that mean
we get a CD player for the room?"
"No, more like a cassette head
cleaner. If she stays for a month or so,
she'll move up to major appliance
status."

***

***

What's the difference between an
Aggie and a bag of shit?
The bag.

We're not alcoholics, we drink everclear for the taste.

***

What do submarines and penises have
in common?
Semen.

What's the difference between an
Aggie and a suppository?
None.
How do you get a one-armed Aggie
out of a tree?
Wave at him.
What's the difference between adead
dog in the ro ad and a de ad Agg ie in the
road?
There are skid marks in front of the
dog.

***

***

Five things wrong with Mr. Penis:
1. He has ring around the collar.
2. He has a hole in his head.
3. He hangs around with a couple of
nuts.
4. He lives near an asshole.
5. His best friend is a pussy.
***

It's not the size of the ship, it's the
motion of the ocean.

***

***

There's a new building at Texas
A&M, donated by Lorenzo Music,
where they give classes in raising
sheep. It's called the Music School of
Shepherds.

Wiess' new sheep cheer: "If you prick
us, do we not bleed?"

***

Complex analysis: it's all fun and
games until someone loses an i.
• **

Old musicians never die; they just
become disconcerted.
***

Love is a matter of chemistry, but sex
is a matter of physics.

***

Overheard at Brown: "I get this really
bad taste in my mouth every time I
think of Wiessmen."

THE 12 HOURS OF DEAD WEEK CALENDAR

after nachos.
3. Nachos aren't overpriced.
4. Nachos come in a variety of flavors.
5. Nachos are always hot.
6. You can finish an entire plate of
nachos.
7. Nachos smell like food.
8. Nachos make terrible ammunition for a food fight.
9. Nachos are consistently good.
10. CK couldn't possibly screw up
nachos!
11. You can always identify nachos.

•Last Day of Classes!!
•RPC Christmas bash, RMC, 9 pm. $2 admission or
$1 if wearing Christmas costume.
From the people who brought you Esperanza.
•Some college film, Platoon, 7, 9 & 11, Chem Lec.
•Media Center film, Andrei Rublev, 7:30, $3.
•John Sex plays Numbers. "Hustle with my
Muscle" and "Bump and Grind It."
•Lots of intramural deadlines are today, so sign up
early.
•Start that studying now.

.Sat 5

•Dead week really, officially starts.
•Platoon again, same time, same place, same price.
•Media Center film, Ratboy, 7:30 and 9:30, $3.
•Vampire Lesbians of Sodom at Stages, 11:15 pm.
•Go shopping for your roommates' Christmas
presents.

i Sun 6

•Media Center film, Ratboy, 7:30, $3.
•Address you Christmas cards. Stamp them. Mail
them.

Mon7

•Films at Bel Air: Ping-Pong and (held over! this
could be your last chance!) My Life as a Dog.
•Famous cellist Yo-Yo Ma in Hamman Hall from
11am to 1pm
•Make Christmas cookies.

Tue8

•Film at the Greenway: Maurice, 4:30, 7:15 and
9:55.

***

Life sucks and then you come.
***

In answer to one freshman's query:
No, after being surgically removed in
the ceremony, "it" is neither chewed
like gum nor swallowed by the father.
Glad to help.
***

Overheard: "I'm bored; I need to fuck
with something."

***

***

Overheard at Brown and repeated at
Will Rice several times:
"Oh! It's an onion!"

***

Fri4

***

Seen as a Houston Chronicle headline:
"Rice Gets New Apples"
This is a great moment in C.K. history.

A cheetah is an animal that rushes
after every meal.
Ten reasons why nachos are better
than Rice food:
1. Nachos are always edible.
2. You don't have to order a pizza

December

•Hang your stocking by the chimney with care.

*%*

Q. Is the administration trying to stop
drinking? A. I don't know but they'd
sure like the students to stop.

Wed 9
•Finals begin!
•Def Leppard at the Summit. Blow off finals, take a
date.
•Go Christmas carolling.
•River Oaks film: Round Midnight, 7 pm and 9:45.
'The Tempest at Stages, 8 pm.
•Merry Christmas!

fcfiTrtrrS'fc'fc rrTtfTHE BPE'S GOT RUN OVER BY A REINDEER N&N
The Rice Animation Organization will meet Sun., Dec. 6, at 2pm in
Fondren 314. Japanese sci-fi/ fantasy
only. Last meeting for'87!
***

GALOR will hold its annual holiday
party on Sat., Dec. 5, at 9pm. Please
bring munchies or holiday foods.
Next semester's first meeting is Jan.
10, 4pm, off campus. Call Don for
more info. 630-0247.
***

Summer jobs in Scandanavia
are available for Junior or Senior
SE's. No foreign language requirement. Applications due Dec. 15. Info

in Student Advising Office.
***

Pre-Law students interested in
Columbia Law School's 3-3 program
contact the Pre-Law Advisor's office
Call x4998 or go ***
to Student Advising.
Urinary tract infection victims
are requested to volunteer to test an
antibiotic for the West Houston Medical Center. Medication at no cost.
Call 558-6915, MWF. 9am-2pm.
. ***
The Rice Republicans are holding a party at 7pm tonight at Will
Rice.

iThulO
The J a m e s o n Fellowship for
American Decorative Arts is a $4,000
stipend available to students interested in early American art. Contact
Dr. Stebbings' office.
***

Want to share a ride to Oklahoma
City after Dec. 16.
***Call 630-9198.
Rider wanted for Dec. 18 departure
to Denver. Call Bill at 668-2977.
***

The U n i v e r s i t y Blue needs
poems, stories, and photography.
Submit entries under a pseudonym at
the English office in Rayzor Hall.
***

Rubes

By Leigh Rubin

Thresher Bound Volumes for
1985-6 have finally arrived! You may
pick one up in our office if you ordered it, or spend $30 for a good
cause.
***

Intramural Deadlines for Fri.,
Dec. 4: *Men's volleyball «Co-ed
volleyball *Co-ed volley-wall-ball
•Women's basketball 'Men's badminton doubles 'Men's racquetball
doubles »Men's squash
***
Free Throw Contest finals will
be at halftime during the Tues., Dec. 8
Men's Varsity Basketball game.
***

Wallet lost on Fri., Nov. 20. Return
to George Webb, 332 Wiess, or
Campos for reward.
***

Drummer, Keyboardist/Guitarist to
play in dance/rock band. Originals
and covers. Call Jack 630-8278.
***

Spring b r e a k '88 trips available
now! Your choice: South Padre Island; North Padre/Mustang Island;
Galveston Island, Texas. Daytona
Beach; Orlando/Disney World, Florida. Hilton Head, South Carolina or
skiing at Steamboat, Colorado. All
the most wanted destinations at discount prices. Call toll free for
Sunchase Tours Seventh Annual
Spring Break Bash color brochure
and reservations 1-800-321-5911.

r ANGELS WE HAVE HEARD WHILE HIGH ADS
Adoption: Happily married physician and psychologist deeply wish to
adopt white newborn. Warm family
circle, love, opportunities! Medical
expenses paid. Legal, confidential.
Call Ellile and Alan collect 212-7247942.
***

We do alterations of all garments.
Clothing design and manufacturing
for men, women, and children. Reproductions, simple or complex. Formal wear, etc. Fast service. Reasonable rates and 10% discount offered.
M.D.C. Enterprises, 668-7824.
***

Funds, student loans-collegeorvocational school. No age, credit or income limit. Maximum loan available
to qualified applicants: $54,750. Interest free while in school. 10 years to
repay after graduation. Call 353-3380
for further information.
***

Hey, you need money? If you are
available from 5:30-9pm Mon-Fri,"an
articulate speaker, and possess a great
attitude, we want to pay you "$" for
the best telemarketing fund raiser in
Houston. Mr. Randolph
952-0617.
***
Join other Rice students who
reside at Jackson Park Apartments! 5
minutes from Rice University totally
updated one b/r apts- artdeco exterior
hi tech interiors- grey carpeting, ceiling fans, mini blinds, on site laundry,
telephone entry systems, $275-$320.
Call 528-1110 for appointment.
***

Need 2 people to assume lease on 2
bedroom, 1 bath apt. Five blocks from
Rice in quiet, safe neighborhood.
Need to move by mid/late Dec. Free
cable. 528-1283 Paul.
***

R e g i s t e r e d f o r m a t h this
semester? Need help? Try our tutoring videotapes. Easy explanations of

calculus, physics, more. For title/
price list send S ASE to Vidtutor, P.O.
Box 1134, Friendswood,
TX 77546.
***
Wanted: A female, nonsmoker to
share 2 bed/ 1 bath upstairs apt. off
North Blvd. Must be able to pay $250
deposit up front & $275/month rent.
Call machine 520-9876,
if interested.
***
Baltimore!! I am looking for someone to drive my car (Toyota wagon) to
Baltimore around Dec. 16. Please call
me if interested. Sue; 668-3062.
***

Roommate wanted for 2nd bedroom in a 2 br, 1 b furnished apartment. 5 min walk from Rice. Female,
preferably nonsmoker. Call 5201284.
***

Large five-bedroom house to
share. Museum area. Rent is $115/
month plus shared expenses. Available January 1. For more information
call 524-7342.
***

Couriers needed. $7 per hour.
Hours flexible (usually 2-7pm); some
weekends (l-5pm flexible). Need
valid driver's license, current liability
insurance and good driving record.
Use your own car and gas. Call Fran at
Microbiology Specialists Inc., 5221762.
***

Non-smoking, neat roommate
sought to share 2-2 luxury high-rise
with responsible female professional,
starting December 1987 or later.
$500/mo./each (incl.util.) Security
great, valet parking. Serious inquiries
may leave message. 520-7713.
***

Roommate needed for house 2
miles from Rice near Kirby and
Holcombe. Hardwood floors, garage,
backyard, porch. Inexpensive. Available January 1. Call 668-2977.

